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Editorial: Student housing issues
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The student housing debacle
Danielle Walczak &
Christopher Burns
Staff Writers

When University of Maine
junior-to-be Charlotte Roe
decided to live on campus for
the 2014-15 school year,
she thought it’d be like every other.
She’d get the convenience of on-campus
housing, meal plans and
community. On Feb. 18,
she received an email
that would change that.
As part of a new procedural change, juniors and
seniors with less than 40
credits would have to find
off-campus housing. Roe
had 39. A few weeks later,
the 20-year-old journalism student from Bellport,
N.Y. found herself signing
one of the five remaining
leases at Orchard Trails.
“It’s disappointing,”
Roe said. “You look forward to going to college
and a true college experience
and having your college tell
you there’s no room for you
here — I personally think it’s
a loss because I really do enjoy being here.”
Roe isn’t the only one.
Before spring break, UMaine
Housing Services sent an
email to students in the residence halls notifying them of

a change in housing placement procedures. Now,
sophomores will be given
priority based on their credit
hours, while juniors and seniors have the options of Oak,
DTAV and Patch. Previously,

With 173 students still on a
waitlist for on-campus housing, time is running short. Between Orono and Old Town,
upwards of 43 properties and
some single rooms remain
available for rent, according

mores were allotted 118 more
spaces while juniors and
seniors lost 296 beds. According to UMaine’s Office
of Institutional Research, enrollment in 2012 was 7,477,
while enrollment in 2013 was

who received housing, was
nervous about her prospects
when she saw the email announcement. She sees living
on campus as a way to get
involved.
“[While living on-cam-

sophomores, juniors and seniors were placed based on
credit hours.
First-year students continue to receive guaranteed
housing. Starting in Fall 2014,
York Hall will become a firstyear dorm. Honors’ housing
— a mix of first-year, sophomores, juniors and seniors
— will not change.

to off-campus listings and
local housing property managers. However, only 3,264
beds will be available through
UMaine Housing in 2014, 21
less than in 2013.
To account for a growing
first-year class, Housing Services increased their first-year
housing by 121 beds from the
Fall 2013 semester. Sopho-

7,874 students, with a total
first-year enrollment of 2,166
people.
Despite an increase in allotted sophomore housing,
a larger increase in first-year
classes created a “domino effect” leaving 149 of the sophomores who applied without
housing.
Ashley Thibeault, a senior

pus,] I was
able to interact with more
upperclassmen. They have
experience,” Thibeault said.
“Involving your upperclassmen is a good plan. They lead
groups and improve campus
life.”
Shawn Berry, a senior Journalism student, has one more
semester in his undergraduate

Staff Writer

A New York-based developer proposed a new student
housing complex in the area
behind Washburn Drive to the
Orono Town Planning Board
last month. If approved by
the planning board, Park 7
Development LLC — also
referred to as Park7 Group
— plans to break ground this
summer and open its doors as
early as fall 2015.
The Avenue at Orono proposal consists of 270 housing
units that will house upwards
of 900 students, making it the
largest complex in Orono,
with 70 more units than The
Grove. Park7 Group hired
WBRC Architects and Engineers to design The Avenue.
The announcement coincided with the reduction of
on-campus housing for juniors and seniors.
When the proposal was
presented at the March 19
council committee meeting, many residents voiced
concern about the project’s
impact on vernal pools and
a recreational trail that runs
through the proposed development. The Orono Land
Trust has met with WBRC
and representatives from
Park7 Group to find an alternative route for the trail.

The Orono Land Trust
declined to comment.
Local residents expressed
concern about the impact on
the nearby wetlands and hydric soils.
To be in compliance with
the clustered development
ordinance, the developer
conducted a survey of wetland and hydric soils at the
proposed location of The Avenue. An accurate survey of
all wetland and hydric soils
determines the space allotted
for development, and local
residents questioned the accuracy of the land survey at
the March 19 meeting, Town
Planner Evan Richert said.
“There was concern that
there was some more wet areas than were accounted for.
Under our ordinance, those
wet areas need to be fully
accounted for,” Richert said.
Hydric soils are considered
to be “unbuildable” land and
determines the total number
of units that can be built at
The Avenue. A new survey is
underway to account for all
wet areas, which the planning
board will review.
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Inaugural TEDxUMaine
held in Hill Auditorium

New appartment
complex planned
for Orono
Christopher Burns

career. Campus housing was
necessary for him, enabling
him to move for employment
upon graduation in December
2014.
“[I thought,] ‘Am I going
to have a place to live?’” he
said. “It’s something I
have to brace for.”
The
announcement
has left students feeling lost
in their housing search in
what Daniel Sturrup, Executive Director of Auxiliary
Services, called, a painful
situation but a good decision for the institution.
According to Sturrup,
Residence Life approached
him in November 2013 to
discuss a change in student
housing that would allocate
more beds for sophomores
in order to provide better advising and support
through a Second Year Experience (SYE) program..
“The SYE began two
years ago, because we find
that many second-year
students continue to face
both academic and social
struggles,” said Kelly Beers,
Assistant Director of Residence Life. “It has been hard
to program to the needs of
second-year students when
they are scattered throughout
various residence halls. By

Madeline Shaw

For The Maine Campus
On Saturday, April 5, The
Maine Journal publications
sponsored the first TEDxUMaine event on The University
of Maine campus, where seven
talks were given by nine students.
Jennifer Chalmers and Phillip Kolmar, event coordinators
and UMaine undergrads, invited
all UMaine students to the opportunity to speak at their event,
and then a panel of faculty chose

the applicants, which allowed
them a platform to share their
exceptional work and ideas before roughly 50 present people,
as well a live-streaming audience.
The four-hour event was divided into two themed halves.
Stephanie Whalley, Jana Darlington and Kyle Stetson spoke
on matters of consciousness and
John Bell, Richard Corey and
Bethany Engstrom, Isaiah Mansour and Graham Morehead
spoke about connectivity.
“Don’t wiggle your toes in

the water, dive head first” said
Darlington referring to public speaking. She hates public speaking, but felt that the
TEDxUMaine talk would be an
opportunity to help her improve
as well as share her message, an
all inclusive discussion about
interracial tensions in the black
community titled “50 Shades of
Black.”
“People of all shades fought
for our singular rights here in the
US. So now why are we deciding to separate ourselves?” asked
Darlington.

She found this divide among
the black community at her high
school in Boston, Mass. She
says that though she was not targeted for having a complexion
in between light and dark, she
noticed how people made jokes
about themselves and others as a
coping mechanism.
“There’s an extent to which
[the jokes] shouldn’t sit well with
us.” Darlington said. “We’re
suppose to unify, people are suppose to work together and we’re

Public discussion of the
proposal will continue on
April 16.
If the planning board approves the development, the

Courtesy Photo
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UMaine researchers UMaine announces
reveal coastal projects
Leadership
Sea Grant projects focus on coastal, environmental issues
studies as minor
Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus
Coastal “resiliency” was
the buzzword around presentations of new and ongoing research projects at the
Maine Sea Grant Research
Symposium. Project investigators discussed how their
findings could be and have
been applied to Maine’s
coastal resiliency problems.
“We think that what resiliency means is helping people who live and work on our
coast to understand their vulnerabilities related to climate
change and other structures.
And then once they understand those vulnerabilities
we can help them with science to analyze that risk and
turn that vulnerability into an
opportunity,” said Paul Anderson, director and Marine
Extension Team leader of
the Maine Sea Grant College
Program.
The biennial event was
held Thursday from 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Buchanan
Alumni House. The research
projects presented at the
symposium were funded in
part by the federal Sea Grant
program, which gives about
$1 million dollars each year
to the University of Maine
for research regarding coastal issues.
Nine research projects
were presented at the event,
with five involving research
that had been conducted over
the past two years and four
regarding research projects
that just started in February.
“[The purpose] is to bring
together people who have
been sponsored by Sea Grant
to conduct research, as well as
some of they key stakeholders and partners who benefit
from the research, and get
them to come together and
get an update on what’s been
happening over the last two
years,” Anderson said. “But

also [to] talk about the new
investments we’ve made and
what we hope will happen in
the next two years.”
Researchers who had already conducted their studies presented first in a panel
format giving an overview of
their Sea Grant project and
presenting any primary findings.
Research Assistant Professor in the School of Marine
Sciences Gayle Zydlewski
discussed how her project
“Fish distribution in relation to tidal hydropower in
Downeast Maine” is helping
the new tidal-power industry
adapt to the environment it is
entering.
“Our ultimate goal is to
better understand what the
environmental effects of
these [tidal turbines] are, that
everyone from fisherman,
policy makers, the industry
themselves and community
members can live with in
15 to a hundred years from
now,” Zydlewski said.
About half of the fish
studied went by the device
without coming in contact
with it. However 99 percent of the fish were found
to swim through the device.
Zydlewski said that further
research must be conducted
to determine what happens to
these fish that swim through
the device.
The state of Maine’s fisheries was the topic of Richard
Wahle’s presentation: “Maximizing the American Lobster
Settlement Index Database.”
Wahle’s project is centered
on a monitoring system that
tracks lobster settlement over
a 25-year range.
“We built the monitoring
program on the premise that
if we keep our finger on the
pulse of baby lobsters settling to these nursery habitats from year to year, we
might have an early warning
for down-turns or up-turns

in the fishery,” said Wahle,
a research partner with the
University of Maine.
Other completed projects
at the symposium were “The
Seafood Links Project: Promoting sustainable seafood
in Maine’s inland areas,”
presented by Laura Lindenfeld; ”General circulation
and exchange between isolated regions in Casco Bay,”
presented by Brian Dzwonski; and “Spatial and temporal variation in the growth of
the soft-shell clam along the
coast of Maine,” presented
by Will Ambrose.
The event ended with
slideshow presentations outlining the upcoming research
projects followed by a question-and-answer session.
The newer research projects presented were “Coastal
flooding and erosion from
severe storms in a changing climate,” presented by
Qingping Zou; “Variation
in habitat use of juvenile
life stages of river herring,”
presented by Karen Wilson;
“Evaluating performance of
length-structured models for
assessment of northern and
Atlantic herring in the Gulf
of Maine,” presented by
Yong Chen; and “Supporting
sea vegetable aquaculture in
Maine,” by Susan Brawley.
Federal funding from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association supports
a system of 34 Sea Grant colleges across the nation.
“Maine is a relatively
small Sea Grant program
in the network and we get
about $1 million per year
from NOAA; we match that
against other resources and
run about a $1.8 million program per year,” Anderson
said.
The event was followed
by a seafood dinner reception and poster display summarizing the presented projects.

Liam Nee
Asst. News Editor
When it comes to leadership, Maine is no stranger to producing exceptional
ones, especially in U.S.
politics.
Margaret Chase Smith,
Ed Muskie, George Mitchell, William Cohen and
Olympia Snowe are five
former U.S. senators just
to name a few.
It’s not only in politics:
University of Maine civil
engineering alum Francis
Crowe was instrumental
in the construction of the
Hoover Dam during the
1930s as the project’s chief
engineer and American
Civil War major general
Joshua Chamberlain’s famous command to fix bayonets was a pivotal moment
in the Union’s victory over
the Confederate Army at
the Battle of Gettysburg.
The University of Maine
announced a new Leadership Studies minor on
March 19, which is open
to all UMaine students
majoring in any subject.
A minimum of 18 credits
is required to complete the
minor along with other basic requirements found in
other UMaine minor study
programs.
The minor will provide
students with in-depth
knowledge of leadership
theory, ethics, skills and
context-based issues, as
well as practical, experiential training applicable to
nearly any area of study or
social setting and prepares
students for diverse, reallife experiences as citizen
leaders in local, state, national and global communities, according to a poster.
Political Science professor Richard Powell, the minor’s advisor, planned and
organized most of the work
needed for the university to
begin offering the program.
Mark Brewer, also a professor of Political Science,
was heavily involved in the
process as well. Powell believes it will be a great fit
for UMaine.
“We have a lot of courses around campus that already deal with leadership
subjects so it makes sense
to try and put something
together for students so
they can specialize in it
at the minor level,” Powell said. “There are hundreds of similar programs
throughout the nation at

other universities so it’s
something we felt was an
emerging field that would
be important to offer here
at [UMaine].”
Powell, who also serves
as advisor for UMaine’s
Legal Studies minor, director of the Institute for
Leadership and Democracy, director of the Peter
Madigan ’81 Congressional Internship Program
and Kenneth Palmar Maine
State Legislative Internship Program, said inspiration for the Leadership
Studies minor came from
the Maine’s distinguished
history of leaders.
“This wonderful list of
people who’ve been very
influential also tended to
exercise a kind of leadership that’s different from
what you find elsewhere,”
Powell said. “They’re civil,
thoughtful and respectful
of others and are willing to
sit down and talk to people
that differ from them and
work out agreements and
compromises.”
These traits are usable
and marketable, according
to Powell.
“There’s a sense on
campus that Maine has a
model of leadership that
could be a great benefit not
only to students in Maine
and training the next generation of leaders, but also
something that would be
helpful for people in other
parts of the country to learn
from,” Powell said.
As for current student
interest, Powell said early
trends look promising.
“We had student participate with us in designing
the minor so we were able
to get a lot of good input
along the way,” Powell
said. “It’s only been a week
and a half since the minor
was officially announced
and I’ve already seen lots
of expressions of interest.”
What will the Leadership Studies minor bring to
campus? Well, more leadership, according to Powell.
“It has the potential to
have a great impact on people in a lot of different parts
of the university,” Powell said. “A lot of student
groups will say, ‘Well we
have these great ideas and
we have a lot of people interested, but sometimes we
don’t know how to lead,’
… So we’ll be able to work
with student groups and
hopefully get as many stu-

dent leaders from different
organizations involved [as
possible].”
Powell believes both
Army ROTC and athletics
can benefit greatly from
the Leadership Studies minor, especially first- and
second-year students who
could be future officers
and captains.
Powell also emphasized
the openness of the program; that any student can
participate.
“You have students
across campus who are
learning about their own
discipline, but this minor
really allows them to turbo charge their major by
learning how to take what
they’re learning out into
the real world in social
situations, organizations,
groups and institutions and
to be able to effectively
lead other people and bring
those ideas into fruition,”
Powell said.
The minor will not be
turning into a major program any time soon, according to Powell, but
there’s always a possibility
down the road.
“We need to get the minor established first and
see how that unfolds for
few years,” Powell said.
“We’re just trying to make
the minor the best it can
be.”
In closure, Powell debunked the myth that leaders are born.
“There’s a common
misconception that great
leaders are just born and
they just know how to do
it,” Powell said. “And yes,
there are people born with
certain skills and behavioral tendencies that lend
themselves to being effective leaders, but leadership
is really something you
learn just like any other set
of skills … it’s something
you study, practice, develop your own capacity for
and improve on.”
Core requirements for
the Leadership Studies minor include four courses:
LDR 100 “Foundations
of Leadership,” LDR 200
“Leadership Ethics,” LDR
300 “Advanced Leadership Theory & Practice”
and LDR 499 “Leadership
Engagement Practicum.”
LDR 100 will be offered
next fall.
For more information
about the Leadership Studies minor, visit umaine.
edu/leadership.

Aubrie Howard - The Maine Campus

Assistant research professor Karen Wilson presents her work.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

3/27
9:10 a.m. Fender bender
During the early morning
rush to find parking spots in
the commuter lots, two cars
collided on Rangeley Road
near the entrance to the CCA
parking lot. The first car had
slowed due to another car being in front of it. A third car
coming from behind hit the
first car, causing significant
damage to both vehicles. Offi-

cers were on the scene quickly, as the accident took place
within 30 yards of the police
department. The driver of the
car that had been hit reported
neck pain and was transported
to the hospital to be checked.
3/29
12:41 a.m. Ooh, that smell
An R.A. in Hart Hall called
police after noticing an odor of
marijuana in a hall on the first
floor. After arriving, officers
narrowed down the source
of the smell to the room of
24-year-old Janelle Moriarty.
Officers then knocked on
Moriarty’s door to confront

her about the smell. Moriarty
answered the door, revealing
a strong odor of marijuana in
her room. Moriarty was compliant to the officers’ demands
and turned over a jar of marijuana as well as a pipe. Moriarty was referred to Judicial
Affairs.
2:05 a.m. Come at me,
bro!
Officers were called to reports of a fight taking place on
the fourth floor of Knox Hall.
Residents of the floor called
to complain of a fight that
was going on near the elevator. Once the officers arrived,
the fight was over and the stu-

dents had gone to a room on
the fourth floor. After speaking to the people who reported
the fight, the officers went to
the room to confront the combatants. Three male students,
two of them age 19 and the
other age 20, were referred to
Judicial Affairs for disorderly
conduct. The 20-year-old student, Gennady Solovey, was
also summonsed for possession of liquor by a minor, as
he was found to be intoxicated. According to the reports,
Solovey had said some things
to purposely offend the other
two students, resulting in a
shouting and shoving match
with no serious injuries.
3:36 a.m. Come at me, bro!
Pt. 2
Officers were called back
to Knox Hall again to disperse
a large group of students who
were in the hall arguing about
the fight that had happened
earlier in the night. Officers
escorted everyone who wasn’t
a resident of Knox Hall from
the building, ending the debate.

3/30
3:17 a.m. Sorry for party
stoppin’
Officers responded to a report out of Androscoggin Hall
about a possible party on the
third floor. According to the
R.A., there was loud music
playing as well as a strong
odor of marijuana coming
from one of the rooms. The
room in question belonged to
19-year-old Samuel Stanhope.
Officers arrived at the room
and knocked after hearing
the loud music coming from
within. Stanhope answered the
door, revealing a large number
of students in the room. The
officers ended the party and
had all of the students come
out of the room. Stanhope was
compliant and revealed that he
had been drinking and smoking. Officers searched the
room and found Ritalin pills
in a backpack belonging to
James Strohm, 19, who is also
resides on the third floor of
Androscoggin Hall. Because
Strohm didn’t have a pre-

scription, he was summonsed
for illegal possession of a
Schedule-Y drug as well as
possession of a usable amount
of marijuana. Stanhope was
summonsed for illegal possession of marijuana, illegal
possession of alcohol by a minor and sale and use of drug
paraphernalia. Both students
were also referred to Judicial
Affairs for the incident.
4/1
4:59 p.m. April Fools
The Orono Fire Department as well as UMPD responded to a fire alarm in the
East Wing of Knox Hall only
to find that there was no fire to
extinguish. After the fire crew
left, officers reviewed security
footage of the East Wing and
saw a young female pull the
alarm. The suspect, identified
as 18-year-old Lindi Forsley,
was interviewed afterward by
police. The Cumberland Hall
resident admitted to pulling
the alarm as an April Fools
joke and was summonsed for
causing false public alarm.
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TED

from A2
suppose to succeed to together.”
Stetson, a fifth-year political science undergraduate,
shared in his talk how he and
two friends have begun to find
success in their business, Fields
of Blue Aquaponic Technologies. These gardens will allow
people to maintain their own
gardens year-round and he believes it is a resource that would
be very applicable to residents
of Maine. He half-jokingly says
it could be the “victory garden”
of our time. Stetson found his

Park7

from A1
area around Washburn Drive
will require infrastructure
upgrades, Richert said. Any
upgrades to Washburn Drive
will include bicycle lanes,
improving crosswalks and
creating a turning lane.
The water supply line
would have to be extended
into Washburn Drive.
“The water supply line, in
order to serve a property of
this size, would have to be

inspiration in aquaponics from
watching a TED talk on vertical
farming, and felt both honored
yet nervous to give his own
TEDxUMaine talk after watching many people of high caliber
speak on the TED talks.
The experience allowed students to put their own ideas out
there, as well hear from others.
“I wish mine had been nearly
as cool as Graham’s complexity
modeling,” Stetson said.
Graham Morehead, whose
future goal is in complexity and
applications to language technologies, inspired the other participants with his knowledge
in mathematics and his idea of

how we interpret language differently.
Mansour, the first-year undergraduate from Fairfield,
CT brought his creativity forth
by sharing his composed spoken word pieces while playing
“loops” with his bass guitar and
effects board.
“He’s like a young Reggie
Watts,” said Stetson.
Chalmers believes that the
take home message from this
event is that students at the University of Maine have insightful and inspiring ideas worth
spreading. She hopes to hold
another TEDxUMaine talk and
turn it into an annual event.

looped to improve reliability
and pressure,” Richert said.
The Orono sewer system
underwent a major upgrade
giving it “ample capacity” for
handling developments like
The Grove and The Avenue.
According to Richert, those
upgrades were completed in
2011.
Safety along Park Street
was a concern residents expressed at the meeting. The
Rangeley Road, Park Street
intersection has a history of
long delays during peak traffic hours and even collisions,

which some residents fear
would worsen with a new
development. The Maine Department of Transportation
has recommended a roundabout at that location, which
“should go a long ways toward solving that intersection’s issues,” Richert said.
The Avenue at Orono is
one among many recent complexes the developer has built
to meet the rising demand for
student housing in what has
become a nationwide student
housing boom.
Park7 Group was founded
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Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Sponsored by The Maine Journal, TEDxUMaine was held in the Hill Auditorium Saturday.

in 2010 by CEO Ron Gatehouse. The developer has
built student housing complexes across the southern
states, including San Marcos
and Lubbock, Texas; Norman, Okla.; Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
and Tallahassee, Fla.
Proposals similar to The
Avenue at Orono have popped
up in Columbia, S.C., and Columbia, Miss. In March 2014,
the city council in Columbia,
S.C. approved The Avenue
and construction will begin
this summer and is expected
to open in August 2015. Pro-

posals in Missouri have met
resistance, and at press time,
were not approved.
According to research
done by The Maine Campus, The Avenue at Orono is
the first complex the developer has constructed in the
Northeast. Repeated attempts
to contact Park7 Group by
phone and email went unanswered.
Prior to founding Park7
Group, Ron Gatehouse cofounded another student
housing developer, Copper
Beech Townhomes Commu-

nities, which built complexes in Columbia, S.C., and
Greenville, N.C. Gatehouse
left Copper Beech in 2010 to
found Park 7 Development
LLC.
In 2013 Copper Beech
Townhomes
Communities was bought by Campus
Crest, which built The Grove
in 2012.
Orono officials said that
Park7 Group is aware of the
problems Orono faced after
The Grove opened and wants
a good relationship with the
town.

A
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Resi de nt H alls
fr o m A 1

c o ns oli d ati n g t h e m i nt o a f e w
b uil di n gs, w e ar e b ett er a bl e
t o m e et t h eir n e e ds. ”
C o nti n u e d a c c ess t o a d vis i n g a n d o n- c a m p us h o usi n g
h as b e e n s h o w n t o i n cr e as e r e t e nti o n r at es f or s o p h o m or es,
w hil e a c c ess t o o n- c a m p us
h o usi n g h as s h o w n n o si g ni fi c a nt c h a n g e i n r et e nti o n r at es
a m o n g j u ni ors a n d s e ni ors,
Ji m m y J u n g, Vi c e Pr esi d e nt
of St u d e nt E nr oll m e nt, s ai d.
At U M ai n e, a b o ut o n e i n
fi v e st u d e nts l e a v e s c h o ol b e t w e e n t h eir first a n d s e c o n d
y e ar, w hil e o nl y o n e a n d 1 0
l e a v e b et w e e n y e ars t w o a n d
t hr e e, a c c or di n g t o Assist a nt
Vi c e Pr esi d e nt f or St u d e nt
Lif e K e n d a S c h e el e.
Aft er l o o ki n g at t h e r et e n ti o n m o d els a n d J u n g’s e nr oll m e nt pr oj e cti o ns, St urr u p
d e ci d e d t h at h e “ di d n’t w a nt
t o s u d d e nl y p us h t h at m a n y
j u ni ors a n d s e ni ors off- c a mp us. S o I a gr e e d t o i n cr e as e
t h e s p a c e f or s o p h o m or es. ”
E v e n t h o u g h t h e pl a n w as
i n t h e w or ks si n c e t h e f all
s e m est er, St urr u p c o ul d n ot
m o ve o n a n y c ha n ge i n t he
h o usi n g pr o c e d ur e u ntil J u n g
c o n fir m e d t h e n u m b er of i n c o mi n g st u d e nts i n J a n u ar y.
“ We di d n’t k n o w w h at
o ur d e m a n ds w er e g oi n g t o
b e [f or o n- c a m p us h o usi n g], ”
St urr u p s ai d.
C o n fir mi n g t h e si z e of a n y
i n c o mi n g cl ass is dif fi c ult b ec a us e m a n y st u d e nts w ait t o
pi c k t h eir u ni v ersit y u ntil t h e y
h a v e h a d a c h a n c e t o r e vi e w
all t h e off ers fr o m c o m p eti n g
s c h o ols, a n d wit h a n i n cr e asi n g n u m b er of o ut- of-st at e
st u d e nts c o mi n g t o t h e u niv ersit y, e x a ct esti m at es c o m e
l at er i n t h e s pri n g, J u n g s ai d.
“ We d o n’t k n o w h o w t h e
st u d e nts ar e g oi n g t o b e h a v e, ”
J u n g s ai d, w h o m e nti o n e d a n
i n cr e asi n g n u m b er of o ut- ofst at e st u d e nts oft e n t a k e l o ng er t o c o m mit t o U M ai n e.
O n c e pr oj e cti o ns w er e

fi n ali z e d, H o usi n g S er vi c es
s e nt o ut a n e m ail o n F e b.
1 8 i nf or mi n g o n- c a m p us
st u d e nts of t h e c h a n g e. T h e
a n n o u n c e m e nt, w hi c h us u all y c o m es aft er s pri n g br e a k,
c a m e e arl y d u e t o a p us h fr o m
St urr u p t o g et t h e i nf or m ati o n
t o st u d e nts q ui c kl y.
A c c or di n g t o
B ar b ar a
S mit h, st aff ass o ci at e at t h e
C o m m ut er a n d
N o ntr a di ti o n al St u d e nt Pr o gr a m, m ost
g o o d pr o p erti es ar e l e as e d b y
J a n u ar y or F e br u ar y, m a ki n g
M ar c h si g n- u ps f or o n- c a m p us h o usi n g c o m pli c at e d f or
st u d e nts.
S mit h, w h o h as 2 5 y e ars of
e x p eri e n c e i n R esi d e n c e Lif e
a n d ni n e y e ars i n t h e C o m m ut er a n d
N o ntr a diti o n al
St u d e nt Pr o gr a m, k e e ps a n
o nli n e listi n g of l o c al a v ail a bl e pr o p erti es.
T h er e ar e c urr e ntl y fi v e
pr o p erti es a v ail a bl e i n Or o n o
t ot ali n g at si x b e ds, c o m p ar e d
t o 1 5 h o us es i n Ol d T o w n
c o mi n g t o 3 3 b e ds. A d diti o n all y, a c c or di n g t o T h e M ai n e
C a m p us’ r es e ar c h, t h er e ar e
f o ur a p art m e nts still a v ail a bl e
t h o u g h Cr oss Pr o p erti es a n d
fi v e b e ds a v ail a bl e at Or c h ar d
Tr ails. N u m b ers f or T h e
Gr o v e ar e u n a v ail a bl e, b ut t h e
pr o p ert y w as c o n fir m e d t o b e
o v er t hr e e-f o urt hs f ull.
As of Fri d a y, H o usi n g S er vi c es’ w aitlist t ot al e d 1 7 3 st u d e nts: fi v e s e ni ors, 1 9 j u ni ors
a n d 1 4 9 s o p h o m or es.
A c c or di n g t o S mit h, h er
of fi c e h as r e c ei v e d m or e c alls
fr o m st u d e nts a n d p ar e nts r eg ar di n g off- c a m p us h o usi n g
t h a n i n y e ars p ast. T h e c alls
als o c a m e s o o n er.
“I t hi n k t h e p ar e nts w h o
c all e d m e w er e distr ess e d,
e v e n b ef or e M ar c h br e a k, ”
S mit h s ai d.
St urr u p s ai d m ost of his
c o m pl ai nts c a m e fr o m s o p h o m or es w h o di d n ot r e c ei v e
h o usi n g.
Yet S c h e el e, S mit h a n d
St urr u p b eli e v e t h er e ar e r e s o ur c es a v ail a bl e f or st u d e nts
w h o di d n ot r e c ei v e o n- c a m p us h o usi n g.
S c h e el e e n c o ur a g es a n y
st u d e nts w h o ar e str u g gli n g

The Mai ne C a m p us • Ne ws

wit h h o usi n g t o m e et wit h
h er.
“ O ur g o al a n d h o p e is n ot
t o p us h p e o pl e off c a m p us, ”
s h e s ai d. “[ We] al w a ys w a nt
t o h el p st u d e nts as t h e y r e a c h
a n d p us h f or t h eir g o als. ”
A c c or di n g t o B e ers, at t h e
e n d of F e br u ar y t h er e w as a
r e nt er’s f air, w hi c h all o w e d
st u d e nts t o m e et l o c al l a n dl or ds.
B e ers s ai d if st u d e nts di d
n ot att e n d t h e R e nt er’s F air,
t h e C o m m ut er a n d N o ntr aditi o n al St u d e nt Pr o gr a m’s
w e bsit e h as “ a l ot of gr e at i n f or m ati o n f or st u d e nts l o o ki n g
f or off- c a m p us r e nt als. ” T h er e
is als o a “ H o usi n g ” f ol d er o n
First Cl ass w h er e st u d e nts c a n
fi n d listi n gs f or a p art m e nts,
s u bl ets a n d st u d e nts s e e ki n g
r o o m m at es.
I n a n ot h er att e m pt t o h el p
st u d e nts, St urr u p l o w er e d c a nc ell ati o n f e es f or r o o m a gr e e m e nts. Fr o m M a y 1 t o J u n e
3 0 t h e c a n c ell ati o n f e e will
b e $ 1 5 0 a n d fr o m J ul y f or w ar d t h er e will b e a fl at f e e of
$ 2 5 0. I n y e ars pri or, aft er t h e

a c a d e mi c y e ar b e g a n c a n c el l ati o n f e es w er e o n a sli di n g
s c al e st arti n g at 3 0 p er c e nt of
t ot al r o o m r at e — i n cr e asi n g
as t h e y e ar c o nti n u e d.
A c c or di n g t o S mit h, m o v i n g off c a m p us c a n b e a c h all e n gi n g d e cisi o n s o m e st ud e nts ar e n’t r e a d y f or.
“I t hi n k e arli er w o ul d h a v e
b e e n b ett er t h a n l at er. P e o pl e
g o t hr o u g h t h at [fr ustr ati o n]
w h e n m aj or c h a n g es h a p p e n
i n t h eir li v es a n d w h er e y o u’r e
g oi n g t o li v e c a n b e t h at w a y.
Yo u h a v e t o g o t hr o u g h a, s ort
of, pr o c ess i n y o ur h e a d, r e ar r a n gi n g a n d r et hi n ki n g t h at
a n d g etti n g all t h os e q u esti o ns
i n, ” s h e s ai d.
St urr u p s ai d h e r e ali z e d
t h er e w er e s o m e “ u ni nt e n d e d
c o ns e q u e n c es ” f or st u d e nts
w h e n t h e pr o c e d ur al c h a n g e
w as m a d e: “I d o t hi n k w e
c o ul d h a v e g ott e n [t h e e m ail]
o ut a littl e bit b ett er b ut, it w as
n ot fr o m m ali c e a n d n ot fr o m
b ei n g cr ass a b o ut it. ”
“ We r e all y w a nt t o d o t h e
ri g ht [t hi n g] f or st u d e nts. I
still st a n d b e hi n d o ur d e ci-

si o ns — I t hi n k t h e y w er e t h e
b est d e cisi o ns f or t his i nstit u ti o n b ut t h er e ar e u ni nt e n d e d
c o ns e q u e n c es a n d I d o f e el
b a d a b o ut t h at. I d o n’t t a k e it
li g htl y. ” St urr u p s ai d.
A p ot e nti al ai d t o st u d e nts
l o o ki n g f or off- c a m p us h o usi n g m a y c o m e i n t h e f or m of
a n e w c o m pl e x si mil ar t o t h e
Gr o v e.
I n F e br u ar y, t h e N e w
Yor k- b as e d P ar k 7 D e v el o p m e nt L L C pr o p os e d a st u d e nt
h o usi n g d e v el o p m e nt b e hi n d
Was h b ur n Dri v e, w hi c h, o n c e
a p pr o v e d b y t h e Or o n o T o w n
Pl a n ni n g B o ar d, w o ul d b e
r e a d y as e arl y as f all 2 0 1 5,
h o usi n g u p t o 9 0 0 st u d e nts.
St urr u p a c k n o wl e d g e d t h e
n e e d f or m or e b e ds o n c a m p us, a n d h o p es t o pr es e nt a
pr o p os al t o t h e b o ar d of tr ust e es o n c e a f o ot pri nt h as b e e n
i d e nti fi e d.
“ We’ v e i d e nti fi e d t h e Yor k
[ H all] ar e a as t h e [l o c ati o n]
w e’ d li k e t o r e vit ali z e, ” St ur r u p s ai d. “ We k n o w w e’r e
gr o wi n g, a n d w e’ll ti m e it [t h e
r esi d e n c e h all] w h e n w e t hi n k

P at c h H all i s o n e of t h e o n c a m p u s a p p art m e nt c o m pl e x e s a v ail a bl e f or u p p er cl a s s m e n.

it will b e m ost s u c c essf ul. ”
T h e pr o p os e d r esi d e n c e
h all m a y e n cr o a c h o n t h e
Yor k Vill a g e C o m pl e x, w hi c h
st o p p e d h o usi n g st u d e nts aft er P at c h H all o p e n e d i n 2 0 0 0
a n d n o n e w h o usi n g d e v el o p m e nts h a v e b e e n b uilt si n c e.
A n y n e w r esi d e n c e h all i n
t h e Yor k ar e a w o ul d r e q uir e
i nst all ati o n of n e c ess ar y utiliti es, i n cl u di n g st e a m li n es,
a n d St urr u p is w or ki n g wit h
S as a ki Ass o ci at es t o e ns ur e a
n e w c o m pl e x w o ul d fit wit hi n
t h e c a m p us m ast er pl a n.
N e w b e ds w o ul d b e p h as e d
i n 4 5 0 at a ti m e a n d i n cr e as e d
t o m e et st u d e nts’ risi n g d em a n d f or o n- c a m p us h o usi n g,
a c c or di n g t o St urr u p.
T h e Bl u e S k y Pl a n pr oj e cts t h at t h e t ot al st u d e nt
p o p ul ati o n c o ul d ris e as hi g h
as 1 5, 0 0 0 i n fi v e y e ars. Pr esi d e nt P a ul F er g us o n h o p es t o
m ai nt ai n t h e s a m e r ati o of
st u d e nts o n a n d off- c a m p us,
w hi c h m e a ns h o usi n g “ n e e ds
t o gr o w b y ar o u n d 1, 2 0 0
[ b e ds], ” St urr u p s ai d.

D a ni ell e Wal c z a k - St aff Writ er

G S S a p p r o v e s 2 0 1 4- 1 5 b u d g et
N e w s e n at or a p p oi nt e d, f o ur cl u bs pr es e nt
Li a m N e e

Asst. N e ws E dit or
T h e U ni v ersit y of M ai n e
St u d e nt G o v er n m e nt a p pr o v e d
its pr o p os e d F Y 2 0 1 4- 2 0 1 5
b u d g et as a si n gl e, n o n- di visi bl e r es ol uti o n o n A pril 1 i nsi d e
t h e M e m ori al U ni o n’s B a n g or
R o o m s h ortl y aft er its G e n er al
St u d e nt S e n at e ( G S S) a p p oi nt e d a n e w s e n at or a n d s a w f o ur
cl u bs pr es e nt d uri n g t h e 1 7t h
m e eti n g of t h e 3 5t h s essi o n.
N e w s e n at o r a p p oi nt e d,
f o u r cl u bs p res e nt
Vi c e Pr esi d e nt R y a n H all
a p p oi nt e d a n e w s e n at or d ur i n g t h e A pril 1 m e eti n g. Eri c
L a pl a n c is t h e n e w est m e m b er
of t h e G S S c h a m b er.
F o ur cl u bs t h at r e c ei v e d
f u n di n g t o w ar d e v e nts or
tri ps wit hi n t h e p ast c o u pl e of
m o nt hs pr es e nt e d t o t h e G S S
d uri n g t h e A pril 1 m e eti n g.

F or m er G S S s e n at or D a ni el
N or w o o d s p o k e o n b e h alf of
Cir cl e K’s r e c e nt tri p t o C a m p
S u ns hi n e i n C as c o, M ai n e f or
t h e 5 4t h A n n u al N e w E n gl a n d Distri ct C o n v e nti o n fr o m
M ar c h 2 8- 3 0.
“ We r e c ei v e d s e v er al
a w ar ds, ” N or w o o d s ai d. “ A n d
w e l e ar n e d a l ot fr o m t h e c o n v e nti o n t h at w e h o p e t o bri n g
b a c k t o c a m p us. ”
R e pr es e nt ati v es fr o m t h e
St u d e nts of t h e U ni v ersit y of
M ai n e i n Te c h ni c al T h e at er
( S U MI T T), a n or g a ni z ati o n
ai m e d at f urt h er e d u c ati n g
d esi g n, t e c h ni c al a n d st a g e
pr o d u cti o n m a n a g e m e nt st u d e nts o utsi d e of t h e cl assr o o m,
s p o k e o n t h e gr o u ps r e c e nt
tri p t o F ort Wort h, Te x as f or
t h e U nit e d St at es I nstit ut e f or
T h e atr e Te c h n ol o g y ( U SI T T)
2 0 1 4 C o nf er e n c e & St a g e
E x p o fr o m M ar c h 2 6- 2 9.
Tr e as ur er K al ei g h K ni g hts

a n d t h e cl u b’s pr esi d e nt s p o k e
o n b e h alf of S U MI T T, d es cri b i n g h o w t h e tri p w e nt.
“ We w e nt t o v ari o us i nf or m ati v e a n d e d u c ati o n al s es si o ns, ” K ni g hts s ai d. “ T h er e
w as a n e x p o fl o or w h er e c o m p a ni es c a m e t o s h o w off n e w
t e c h n ol o g y i nsi d e t h e t h e atric al w orl d a n d als o ot h ers l o o k i n g t o hir e st u d e nts li k e us. ”
U M ai n e N ursi n g I nt er n a ti o n al als o pr es e nt e d o n its tri p
t o B eli z e i n e arl y M ar c h. T h e
e x p e diti o n, titl e d C o m m u nit y
H e alt h C ar e & Tri a g e, i n cl u d e d 1 7 n ursi n g st u d e nts a n d o n e
f a c ult y m e m b er w h o a d mi nist er e d m e di c al ai d t o s e v er al
vill a g es wit hi n t h e S a n I g n a ci o
pr o vi n c e.
A ni m ati o n Cl u b w as sl at e d
t o s p e a k a c c or di n g t o t h e m e eti n g’s a g e n d a b ut n o r e pr es e nt ati v es w er e pr es e nt.
E x e c, S e r vi c es a n d L e g al

S e r vi c es Li ais o n re p o rts
D uri n g his r e p ort, H all s ai d
h e a n d Pr esi d e nt A ar o n Orti z
h a d b ot h b e e n w or ki n g wit h
f or m er G S S s e n at or L e e J a c ks o n t o dr aft a c o u pl e r es ol uti o ns.
Als o, H all c o m m e nt e d o n
t h e G S S’s S k y p e s essi o n wit h
N ort h D a k ot a St at e U ni v ersi t y’s st u d e nt g o v er n m e nt aft er
t h e M ar c h 1 8 m e eti n g.
“I t hi n k w e l e ar n e d a l ot
a b o ut w h at ot h er s c h o ols d o
f or st u d e nt g o v er n m e nt … it’s
a l ot diff er e nt, ” H all s ai d. “I’ d
li k e t o s et u p a w e e kl y S k y p e
m e eti n g wit h ot h er s c h o ols t o
l e ar n m or e a b o ut w h at ot h ers
d o a n d c o nti n u e t o str e n gt h e n
o ur o w n pr o c e d ur es. ”
D uri n g his r e p ort, Vi c e
Pr esi d e nt f or Fi n a n ci al Af f airs J usti n C o n a nt a n n o u n c e d
t h at a p pli c ati o ns h a d of fi ci all y
b e e n r el e as e d f or t h e u p c o m i n g v a c a nt e x e c uti v e p ositi o ns
a n d als o r e a d all o c ati o ns u n d er
$ 1, 0 0 0.
S e v e n cl u bs r e c ei v e d f u n d i n g: $ 7 0 0 t o T h e Wil dlif e S o-

ci et y t o w ar d t h e u p c o mi n g
N ort h e ast St u d e nt C o n cl a v e;
$ 5 2 5 t o I nt erfr at er nit y C o u n cil’s K a p p a Si g m a t o w ar d its
3r d a n n u al Fris b e e t o ur n a m e nt
f or t h e Fis h er H o us e F o u nd ati o n; $ 3 9 0. 6 3 t o G a m m a
Si g m a Si g m a t o w ar d its l e a d ers hi p c o nf er e n c e; $ 2 9 7. 5 0
t o w ar d t h e Bl a d e S o ci et y f or
e q ui p m e nt r e pl a c e m e nt c osts;
$ 2 0 0 t o t h e I nstit ut e of M a n a g e m e nt A c c o u nt a nts t o w ar d
its of fi c e b u d g et a n d $ 1 2 0 f or
its St u d e nt t o F a c ult y C o n n e cti o n; a n d $ 1 5 0 t o t h e S o ut h
Asi a n Ass o ci ati o n of M ai n e
f or its H oli F esti v al.
D uri n g t h e S er vi c es r e p ort, S e n. C ar oli n e H ar v e y
a n n o u n c e d U M ai n e Di ni n g’s
e x p e ct e d di ni n g h o urs f or s p e ci fi c l o c ati o ns a n d c o m m e nt e d
h o usi n g o pti o ns ar o u n d t h e
ar e a.
A c c or di n g t o
H ar v e y,
U M ai n e Di ni n g pl a ns t o e x t e n d Wells Di ni n g’s cl osi n g
ti m e t o 8 p. m. a n d o p e n Yor k
Di ni n g at a n e arli er ti m e of 9
a. m. o n t h e w e e k e n ds st arti n g

n e xt y e ar.
H ar v e y s ai d t h e u ni v ersit y
d o es h a v e h o usi n g pl a ns, b ut
b e c a us e of t h e U ni v ersit y of
M ai n e S yst e m’s c urr e nt fi n a n ci al st at e, t h e y’r e h a vi n g
tr o u bl e g etti n g a p pr o v al.
T h er e is a n e w a p art m e nt
c o m pl e x b et w e e n Or c h ar d
Tr ails A p art m e nts a n d T h e
Gr o v e Or o n o, a c c or di n g t o
H ar v e y.
As f or r estri cti o ns o n n e xt
y e ar’s h o usi n g a gilit y, H ar v e y
s ai d t h e u ni v ersit y is dis all o wi n g j u ni or a n d s e ni ors t o li v e i n
n or m all y all-st u d e nt r esi d e n c e
h alls b e c a us e t h e y w a nt hi g h er
r et e nti o n r at es f or u n d er cl assm e n.
D uri n g t h e L e g al S er vi c es
Li ais o n r e p ort, S e n. D e vi n
Gr e e nl a w r e a d al o u d m or e
t h a n 2 0 l a ws i n M ai n e t h o u g ht
t o b e e xtr a or di n ar y i n cl u di n g
t h es e: It’s a ill e g al t o s h o ot a
m o os e fr o m a pl a n e i n M ai n e;
it’s ill e g al t o c at c h l o bst er b ar eh a n d e d i n M ai n e; a n d it’s ill e g al t o bl o w y o ur n os e i n p u bli c
i n Wat er vill e, M ai n e.
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LAS VEGAS

Answer key in sports

Word Search

SHOPPING
SHOPS
SHOWS
SINGERS
SOUVENIRS
SPRING
MOUNTAINS
SUNNY
TOURISTS
TOURS
TRIBUTE ACTS
VACATION
WARM
WEDDING
CHAPELS

51- Achievement;
56- The back end of something;
57- Unfettered;
58- Some DVD players;
60- Hue;
61- “As You Like It” forest;
62- Caucus state;
63- Tolkien tree creatures;
64- Ages between 13 and
19;
65- Mgr.’s helper;
Down
1- Zeta follower;
2- Campus mil. group;
3- Thought;
4- Instrument for showing
direction;
5- Hurry;
6- ___ a time;
7- Stagnant;
8- ___ me tangere;
9- Don Juan’s mother;
10- Tomb inscription;
11- Kidney enzyme;
12- Hair net;
13- Yellowish brown color;
21- Rage;
22- Saying;

25- Neeson of “Rob Roy”;
26- K-12;
27- Smelting waste;
28- James of “The Godfather”;
29- Carry with effort;
31- Slender;
32- Composer Delibes;
33- Terrible time?;
34- Alleviate;
35- Numbered rds.;
37- Lady of the house;
38- Call ___ day;
41- Snappy comebacks;
42- Republic in W Africa;
44- Capital of Greece;
45- Male sheep who may
play football for St Louis!;
46- Poker Flat chronicler;
47- ___ the hole;
48- Barely enough;
49- ___ Janeiro;
50- Ruhr city;
52- Land map;
53- Knowledge;
54- Sgts., e.g.;
55- Shooting marbles;
59- Was in session;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters to
create different fruits !

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

STREET
HOTELS
IMPERSONATORS
LAS VEGAS
STRIP
LIGHTS
MAGICIANS
MARRIAGES
MUSICALS
NEON SIGNS
NEVADA
NIGHTLIFE
PERFORMERS
PLAYS
RESORTS
RESTAURANTS

Across
1- Slang expert Partridge;
5- Anwar’s successor;
10- Formerly, once;
14- Brouhaha;
15- Composer Bruckner;
16- Clinton cabinet member
Federico;
17- Up and ___!;
18- Bobby of the Black
Panthers;
19- ___ pronounce you...;
20- Process of capitalizing;
23Narrow
mountain
ridge;
24- Fop;
25- Reduce;
28- Applaud;
30- Ailments of body or society;
31- Massacre;
36- Gotcha!;
37- Distance;
39- Buddhist temple;
40- Migratory movement;
42- Centrepiece of the human face;
43- Dutch export;
44- Comes up;
46- ___ la vista;
49- Put a new price on;

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the
grid. The remaining 24 letters spell something you
might see in Las Vegas.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

8. Guava, 9. Pineapple, 10.Grapefruit,

Difficulty level: Easy

11. Honeydew, 12. Dragonfruit, 13. Agava, 14. Pomegranate

There is only one
correct answer.

5. Clementine, 6. Apple ,7. Cranberry,
1. Avocado, 2. Blackberry, 3. Coconut, 4. Strawberry,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.
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ATTRACTIONS
BUFFETS
CASINOS
CELEBRITIES
CLARK
COUNTY
COMEDIANS
CONCERTS
CONVENTIONS
DESERT
DINING
DRINKS
E N T E R TA I N MENT
FOOD
FREMONT

Crossword Puzzle
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Implementation of new
housing policies could
have been handled better

T

he university’s recently announced shift in
housing policy has generated much policy.
On February 18, right before the two-week
spring break, Housing Services announced it
would no longer provide on-campus housing
to juniors and seniors with fewer than 40 credits. And
qualifying juniors and seniors can chose between Oak,
DTAV and Patch if they wish to live on-campus, but
sophomores will be given priority.
The number of beds allotted to first-year students increased by 121 from fall 2013; sophomores were given 118
more spaces. However, juniors and seniors lost 296 beds
— roughly 150 per class.
The incoming freshman class is one of the largest in the
university’s history, so it makes sense for the university to
increase housing for incoming freshmen, as well as sophomores, since in a year the sophomore class will be larger.
But, to accommodate them at the expense of juniors and
seniors, who have already invested a lot of money into their
education with the expectation of being prioritized as upperclassmen, seems to be inconsiderate of the desires of
upperclassmen.
While it’s true that a greater percentage of the junior and
senior class choose to live off campus, many also chose to
live on campus for various reasons. Living off-campus can
be expensive and inconvenient. Off-campus students have
to find transportation and worry about feeding themselves.
Forcing out people who don’t want to live off-campus,
whether because of the financial burden or because they
like the closeness of on-campus life, is wrong. The university’s responsibility is to cater to the needs of those who
pay for the privilege of receiving an education. This recent
announcement by Housing Services certainly does not do
this.
The policy also puts a strain on the community. Orchard
Trails and The Grove are nearly full.
Park 7 Group recently announced their desire to build an
apartment complex that can house 900 students and hopes
to open it by fall 2015. This may help alleviate the problem,
if it is opened immediately. However, until then, students
may be in danger of not finding a place to live.
With a significant increase in the size of the incoming
freshman class, it’s understandable that Housing Services
saw a need to implement new policies. The university guarantees on-campus housing to freshman and, given the transition between home and college life, this is an important
service.
But, the sudden announcement of such a drastic change
in policy did nothing to help the situation. The timing of
the announcement, two weeks before break, and not long
before the housing process began, left students little time
to try and find alternative housing arrangements. Given the
closeness to finals and the end of the semester, the amount
of stress that this placed upon students, coupled with the
lack of aid in helping upperclassmen adversely affected by
the policy, seems negligent.
Doubtlessly, this was not the intention of the university.
However, it is easy to see why students are upset. And,
given the drastic changes to the housing policy, it seems
only fair that Housing Services should have come up with a
solution to aid those who were affected by them.
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Muslim Arabs in Israel: Part 1
Romany Melek
Belonging can be defined
as feeling the sameness of essential characteristics among
a certain group of people,
whereas identity is the relation established by psychological identification and
behavioral characteristics by
which a person is recognizable as a member of a group.
As Hans Kohn puts it,
nationalism is love for one’s
home, for familiar environment and surroundings, traditions, customs and people.
One model of the modern
national identity relies on
the acceptance of the national idea, as well as citizenship that identifies who
the members of “the nation”
are — whatever the origin or
religion is. Israel’s definition
of national identity is almost
impossible for Arabs to conform to.
All they share with Jewish Israelis is the ID card,
which many of them do not
recognize. Even geographically, they are separated. Arabs, in their cities, feel that
their poor infrastructure is
not getting the same amount
from the government as the
Jewish areas get. Most of the
Arabs live in Galilee, Negev

desert region, Tel Aviv and
Haifa.
Approximately 10 percent
of Israel’s more than 8 million citizens are Arabs. The
majority of Israeli Arabs, 80
percent, are Sunni Muslims.
Christians and Druze comprise the other 20 percent.
The Other model depends
on the ethnicity or culture, including religion. This is what
best describes the Arab community in Israel. The Arabs
in Israel have a problem with
feeling a sense of belonging
to the Israeli society and they
see the rest of the society as
“them.” At the same time, the
Israelis can not see the Arabs
in Israel as some of “us.”
Palestinians or “Israeli”
Arabs can live in Israel but
will never feel as the firstclass Israelis simply because
most of Arabs are Muslims
while Israelis are Jews living
in the Jewish state of Israel.
Besides, in some cases
religion may push citizens to
do what violates the laws of
the state. At the same time,
governments may demand
behavior that a religion forbids or may prohibit actions
that religion requires.
If any of this takes place,
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the dilemma for the citizens
is that they have to choose
between loyalty to law —
and the country that enacted
that law — and to faith.
A major conflict Muslim
Arabs in Israel have to experience, whether they are
civilians or military, is that
the Quran says, among many
verses, that “Whoever kills a
believer [Muslim] intentionally — his recompense is
Hell, wherein he will abide
eternally, and God has become angry with him and has
cursed him and has prepared
for him a great punishment.”
(Al Nesaa: 93)
However, the Israeli Defense Force conducts operations against Hamas in Gaza,
Hezbollah in Lebanon and
other groups in neighboring
countries where the majority
of the fatalities are Muslims.
For these verses, Muslim Arabs are exempted from, but
not prohibited, military conscription in the IDF.
In the Quran there are 60
verses, directly or indirectly,
speaking about the Jews and
Jews together with Christians. Some of these verses
say: “Never will Jews or
Christians be pleased with

you until you believe in their
religion. If you follow them
after what has come to your
knowledge, you would have
been against God who will
not protect you.” (Al Baqara:
120) “Christians and Jews
disbelieved. Jews say, ‘Ezra
is the son of God,’ and Christians say, ‘The Messiah is the
son of God.’ May God curse
them and destroy them; they
are deceitful.” (Al Tawba:
30)
Other verses say: “Jews
are those who have the most
enmity against who believe
in God.” (Al Maeda: 82)
“God says: Do not take Jews
or Christians as allies. God
does not guide the wrongdoing people and the polytheists.” (Al Maeda: 51)
Likewise, Jews believe
that they, and only they, are
chosen by God. So other religions are not recognized.
Verses from the holy books
of both Muslims and Jews
and their faiths represent a
solid barrier that prevents
them from reaching a common ground. Therefore, the
expected result is that Jewish
and Arab nationals compete
instead of cooperating and
co-existing.
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Fix to systemic oppression
Obama’s need to tout
is recognition that
compliance with health care
individuals
create
systems
law indicative of problems
Complying with the law opponents have questioned
The administration has
is not an action deserving whether the law is within the not released numbers provof exaltation. National press scope of the powers enumer- ing that as many people as
conferences are not held ev- ated by the Constitution.
they claim have enrolled, but
ery time a resident of Peoria,
This questioning is all the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Ill. goes through a day with- part of the process of re- Association, which has plans
out murdering his neighbor. publican government. There in nearly every exchange,
Nor are congratulatory cards is nothing uniquely hostile recently released data showsent out by the Internal Rev- aimed at the law in this case. ing 15 to 20 percent of those
enue Service after a citizen If the voices against it are who have enrolled have not
navigates the quagmire of more and more vociferous, paid for their premiums.
income tax law and suc- it is because, with each pass- This is at least a minor probcessfully files, and given the ing day, as various mandates lem. If it becomes a trend, it
vagaries and complexities go into effect, or don’t, ac- will be a serious problem.
of the federal tax code, this cording to the whim of the
But, even if there were
may actually be deserving of Obama administration, its not various systemic issues
recognition.
myriad detriments become with the law — delays in
So why is the implemen- increasingly palpable.
implementation of the varitation of Obamacare being
And, despite claims to ous mandates, myriad exhailed with the self-gratify- the contrary, a coordinated emptions granted to various
ing pomp and circumstance hard sell of the benefits of entities, glitches and cost
evocative of
increases
the Soviet
— suggestPolitburo?
ing that it
By
the
is, as critics
president’s
have been
No one has ever disputed whether
telling at a
stating all
or not Obamacare, as passed, is
press conalong, bad
ference on
legislation,
law. To the contrary, the Herculean
Tuesday, a
shouldn’t
efforts of Ted Cruz and his allies
day after the
the validopen-enrollity of the
prove exactly the opposite.
ment period
principles
ended, probehind the
ponents of
law be seen
the health
on its mercare
law
its, i.e., the
Katherine Revello
have had to
successful
struggle at
implemenevery turn against galva- centrally-planned
health tation of its various parts?
nized opposition. Yet, at ev- care was conducted by the Shouldn’t declaring victory
ery step of its development administration. Nearly a be irrelevant?
supporters have rammed the billion dollars was spent on
Yes, and that’s why the
bill — through reconcilia- a website that, if it didn’t administration’s
apparent
tion in Congress, to victory work, seems to have a tre- need to vociferously and
in the Supreme Court, to mendous grasp of irony, as publicly declare themselves
widespread defense from the it crashed on the final day of victors is telling, as are the
popular press.
enrollment. A bevy of pub- numerous delays that have
No one has ever disputed lic figures — from the Bal- been announced. Obamacare
whether or not Obamacare, timore Ravens to Maroon is bad law resting on bad
as passed, is law. To the con- 5 frontman Adam Levine principles. Nothing inside
trary, the Herculean efforts — were enlisted to recruit or outside the power of the
of Ted Cruz and his allies enrollees. But, despite the presidency can change that
prove exactly the opposite. $684 million spent on this fact. But, until he admits the
They are working toward re- propaganda effort, numbers basic reality around him, the
peal, a process that only ap- suggest that the target of 7 president is forced to preside
plies to something that is un- million signups was not ac- over this three-ring media
circus.
questionably law. All along, tually accomplished.

Last Tuesday through the students, they replied a newspaper posed the
Thursday, Dartmouth Col- that this would only result question, “What’s wrong
lege students occupied the in “further physical and with the world?” he reschool’s main administra- emotional violence enact- portedly responded with
tion building. In their own ed against us by the racist, a brief letter: “Dear sirs:
words, it was a dangerous classist, sexist, heterosex- I am.” Ultimate fault does
mission: “Our bodies are ist, transphobic, xenopho- not belong to any societal
already on the line, in bic and ableist structures system. Even if the system
danger and under attack.” at Dartmouth.” In the stu- is broken, there is no sysThey did not want a dia- dent’s view, the structures tem that is unbreakable.
logue, but they did have — the societal systems of Systems break because
a 72-point manifesto de- perceiving, thinking and of people behind them.
manding various reforms. acting — are the prob- But Chesterton’s idea is
P r i m a r i l y,
more pointed
protesting stuthan this. It
dents seemed
is not enough
concerned
to say that
that students
people
are
at Ivy League
the problem.
Once we’ve realized we need to
schools such
That
keeps
as Dartmouth
the fault at
be restored more than the system
are being oparm’s length.
needs to be replaced, our sense of
pressed
by
People are the
entitlement might dissipate too.
the
system.
problem, and
The usual acas a person
cusations of
I am part of
a sense of enthe problem.
titlement do
Without this
not seem out
recognition,
Seth Dorman
of place here,
deep, restorbut the root
ative change
problem
is
cannot even
much deeper.
begin. Until we realize
lem.
According to the artiDartmouth
already our own brokenness, we
cle “Oppressed by the Ivy takes great care to be an will go on trying to comLeague” in the Wall Street institution that does not bat symptoms instead of
Journal, the protesters discriminate on the basis diseases.
want Dartmouth to instate of anything except intelliOnce we’ve realized we
“pre-set racial admission gence — in this, they dis- need to be restored more
quotas and a mandatory criminate with pride. The than the system needs to
ethnic studies curriculum students are combating a be replaced, our sense of
for all students … more problem that doesn’t ex- entitlement might dissi‘womyn or people of col- ist, and ignoring the one pate, too. Instead of feelor’ faculty; covering sex that does. They are blam- ing oppressed while atchange operations on the ing a system, but blind to tending elite universities,
college health plan (‘we the nature of those behind we might be a little more
demand body and gender every system — and they thankful for all those
self-determination’); cen- are blind to themselves. things we do have, and
soring the library catalog They are assuming the a little more concerned
for offensive terms; and system is to blame, rather about things like North
installing ‘gender-neutral than broken human na- Korean prison camps,
refugees
and
bathrooms’ in every cam- ture. This, in turn, leads Syrian
pus facility, specifically to a ponderous sense of how to help the homeless people downtown.
including sports locker entitlement.
Prominent 20th century Meanwhile, we might
rooms.” When Dartmouth
President Phil Hanlon writer and Christian theo- also notice the system
said he was willing to logian G.K. Chesterton itself happens to be imdiscuss these things with had a different idea. When proving.

The inevitable and undeniable march
The most terrifying force
that reigns, indomitable,
over every observable aspect of reality is time. Time
allows the wind to weather
the rock into sand, and only
with the approval of time
can a migrating bird reach
its destination. Staunch men
with spectacular credentials
are helpless. Diplomacies
and political agreements
erode, just as the rock, because of the passage of time.
Our only advantage over
time is that, like all of the
matter and energy contained
in reality, time exists. Time
must flow, so if the bird can
muster the strength, it will
survive the winter. Countries draw new lines and
new treaties because time
is not permitted to impede
that progress. But, no matter your faith, every single
thing in existence must face
time and receive judgment.
“Only time will tell,” is
a faithful adage that teaches

people to resign themselves
to fate; this is wrong. Time
may be an indefatigable
menace that kills us all, but
it is also a precious commodity. Each man has only
100 years, if he is lucky, to
achieve his goals and enjoy
the spoils. The magnitude of
eternity against your lifespan is comparable to a drop
of water in an ocean. So,
individuals lose hope. What
are their efforts compared to
the enormity of the violent
eruption that created an unfathomable universe? That
person has stumbled upon a
useless question. Remember
that, to a thirsty man, that
one drop of water is much
more valuable.
Stop wasting time. The
car that sits in the driveway
but is never driven becomes
riddled with rust. Time has
passed judgment on its
idleness. It always favors
against stagnation. Why else
do men become immobile

when they draw their final
breath? Those with vigor
and stamina are able to harness time and propel themselves ahead of their adversaries. Lesser men cannot

Every hour you spend refusing to spend time at the
gym is another hour that
time punishes you for. Obesity: time’s answer to sloth.
Every hour spent avoiding

Stagnation is our demon.
Every hour you spend refusing to
spend time at the gym is another
hour that time punishes you for.
Obesity: time’s answer to sloth.

Brett Salter
become efficient enough
or move quickly enough to
maintain the strenuous pace
of a human life.
Stagnation is our demon.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written. Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be
in .doc format. Send all opinion pieces to
opinion@mainecampus.com.

work is punished in the form
of poverty. Know the consequences of your actions, or
more appropriately, inaction.
The difference between the

stagehand to director is the
correct application of time.
Again and again, people
continue to prove this. Why
does the American government not see?
The people that flourish
provide long expositions on
the nature of their success. A
common theme is that they
invested time into their efforts. They did not waste
time. If the American government is to succeed, it must
also treat time as a commodity. Every government shut
down, every standstill in
Congress, whether for a bill
I do or do not agree with, is
a waste of time. In principle,
squandering the hour is far
more unacceptable than
using that hour for a misguided purpose. Congress
must understand the value
of time: its greatest weapons rely on it. Congressional
leaders filibuster and move
into gridlock to win stalemates. They wield time as a

weapon without understanding the true value. Filibuster
is one of the most infuriating
policies in existence. Wasting time is akin to theft, and
I cannot abide that.
With their poor understanding of the worth of
time, the American government betrays and swindles
the American people from
their hard-earned money,
their important services,
and their time. The key to
resolving economic policy
is moving the government
out of gridlock. As damaging as too big of a government can be, the damage is
compounded when it refuses
to move out of its own way.
Our inefficient government
is unconstitutional and forestalls payment for the investment we put into it. But, as
powerful as it may be, like
all other entities, even the
United States government
shall be, by nature, subject
to time. God bless America.

WA NT TO
W RITE?

The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking
for writers interested in contributing to the Opinion section.
Contact Opinion Editor Katherine Revello
on FirstClass for more information!
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The Maine Campus is hiring!
The staff of the student newspaper of the University of
Maine is graduating, so we’re looking for some eager
young writers, layout designers and other students with a
fiery passion for journalism to step up and begin the next
wave of on-campus journalists.
We are now accepting applications for the following
positions:

Advertising Manager
Distribution Manager
Production Assistant
Production Manager
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
...and writers to contribute to the News, Campus Culture,
Sports and Opinion sections.
Interested students are encouraged to contact Editor in
Chief Derrick Rossignol, News Editor Cameron Paquette
and Business Manager Zebediah Letourneau on
FirstClass.
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start the school day.
All the extras were carefully arranged into specific
starting spots and told what
cues to start moving on. I was
placed about 50 feet from the
front door and told to start
heading towards it once kids
started getting off the school
bus that just pulled in. I nailed
it, making a beeline for the
door while casually observing my surroundings like a
real natural.
A couple hours later, we
had run through that scene
at least 6 times or so and the
crew seemed satisfied with
what they got, so it was on to
something else.
The next scene was more
B-roll, this time featuring
students at their lockers, that
I was not a part of, so I spent
the next few hours waiting in
the auditorium with the other
unused extras. I realized it
would be to my advantage to
get in good with Ben Barber,
the second assistant director
who was in charge of wrangling the extras, so I’d get
prime placement in scenes
and hopefully some screen
time. That’s not to say I was
just using him to advance my
film career: he was a good,
fun dude who just happened
to be in a position where he
could help me actually be in
the movie.
I was in the next scene,

which was an actual scene
and not just for extra footage. I was in a touching inclass scene, which took place
in the real-life classroom of
my former math teacher Mrs.
Tammy Roy with cast members McAuliffe, Emory Cohen and Joe Cobden.
A quick aside about Mrs.
Roy: she had the best jokes
in high school, including arguably my all-time favorite:
What did George Washington say to his men before
they got in the boat? “Men,
get in the boat.”
The extras weren’t given much context about the
scene, so all we knew was
that a classmate, who was a
close friend of Casper and
Dominic — played by Cohen
and McAuliffe, respectively
— had died, and Mr. Soucy,
Cobden’s character, was trying to help the class cope.
I was sitting in the second
row of the second column
of desks, two rows ahead of
McAuliffe. I was between
him and the camera, so I
thought for sure that I would
be in the movie. After emailing back and forth with Pullapilly and Gaudet, screenshots Gaudet sent me of the
finished film for use with this
story confirmed two things: I
did get some screen time, and
in the summer of 2012, I did,
as I suspected and hoped,
have a less-than-appealing
mustache-and-goatee combo.
Wonderful.
We spent probably two
or three hours on that scene,
which is longer than the ca-
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sual moviegoer would think
goes into something like that.
Before each take, the crew
would have to get the lighting, sound and positioning of
both themselves and the actors just right, a process that
would take at least 20 minutes each time.
I also learned that there
is room left for improvisation in even the most tightly
scripted productions, not just
in Will Ferrell and Judd Apatow movies. No two takes we
did were exactly the same: in
the classroom scene, Cohen
swore and stormed out of the
room, doing so in a different
way each time. The crew also
toyed with the idea of certain extras leaving the room
mid-scene, not being able to
handle the drama of the moment.
I kept it pretty much the
same every take: sit, touch
my face or fidget in my seat
every now and then, fiddle
with my pencil and pensively
look at the ground and Mr.
Soucy. My biggest struggle
was not looking at the camera, as it was pointed directly
as me most of the time. Being
an extra isn’t that intense, but
you really have to ignore the
camera and immerse yourself
in the scene in order for it to
work. They were able to finish the movie, so apparently
there was at least one take I
didn’t mess up.
There was one more scene
filmed in the school that day,
so I stuck around because
I was told I might be in it.
I was not, so I spent a few

hours waiting, talking with
extras wrangler Ben, other
crew members and other
extras, who were basically
all people I knew from high
school. I would say I wasted
a few hours in that hallway,
but I was briefly a few feet
away from Mostel, who had
to talk with somebody from
the crew for a minute. I never
thought I’d get that close to
The Revolting Blob, but I got
to go home that night, after
being there from about 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m., and cross it off my
bucket list.
Back for seconds
A few days later, Nicholas
Lajoie, a classmate of my sister whose family owns Lajoie
Growers and who was working on the film as a production assistant, told me there
was a party scene being shot
at a gravel pit in a nearby
town next weekend that I
could be part of, on Aug. 24,
2012. I wasn’t doing much
else of worth and I had fun
the first time, so I got back on
the saddle.
I got there at about 5 or 6
p.m. and waited in the cafeteria of a nearby school for
it to get dark, since it was a
night scene we were shooting. There were people there
from neighboring towns who
I remembered from high
school sports and religious
clubs, so I caught up with
them for a while. Once it got
late enough, the extras were
brought to the gravel pit behind the school and put into
place while the crew got everything set.
Those from areas not as
rural as Aroostook County
might not understand, but
there aren’t many available
venues for high school parties in the area, so we do what
we can with what we have. A
gravel pit or an old barn is actually a prime party spot when
it’s nice enough out because,
aside from it being an interesting Stefon-from-SaturdayNight-Live-like location, the
out-of-the-way environment
is more conducive for underage drinking for kids who go
for that kind of thing.
The set was interesting:
the focal point was an old,
painted school bus with the
top cut off that had been converted into a concert stage.
Dustin Hamman, who provided the soundtrack for that
scene and the entire film,
was on the bus playing gui-

tar and singing for the party,
and if my memory serves me
correctly, I believe he had a
drummer, but I’m not sure. It
was a bit more upscale than a
typical County pit party, but
from what I saw in the movie’s trailer, it looked good on
film.
For the first few hours,
we were given red plastic
cups and told to act like we
were at a party while Hamman performed: B-roll. After
the crew was satisfied, we
moved to a different portion
of the pit for a fight scene.
In the scene, which I
might not remember correctly, Casper, Dominic, Tasha
and Emma — the latter two
played respectively by Zoe
Levin and Sarah Sutherland,
daughter of Kiefer Sutherland — arrive in an old truck
before Casper gets into an altercation with somebody already at the party that ends in
a fist fight and his departure.
I was positioned at the
edge of the fight, instructed to
watch and act shocked when
Casper gets in the guy’s face
and punches him. As seen in
the screenshots Gaudet sent
me and the trailer, I drank
from my red cup and gave the
performance of a lifetime.
It was a struggle to remain
lively during the long night,
but a brush with fame stirred
me from my zombified state:
between takes, Sutherland
and I made eye contact and
she said she thought she saw
me in town sometime during the past week. I didn’t
remember seeing her around:
maybe she saw me in her
dreams and confused that
with reality. Either way, I told
her that might be true, then
we politely smiled at each
other and went our separate
ways. I really got my foot in
the door of stardom.
Nate Boynton, currently
a senior at Wisdom High
School in St. Agatha, Maine,
experienced an even bigger
dose of excitement during
shooting. He was also an
extra, and during the fight
scene, he was supposed to
help pull the fighters off of
each other and then step
away. In one take, he did his
part but forgot to walk off,
so he was left standing there,
face-to-face with Casper,
who played off the gaffe by
saying something to the effect of, “Why don’t you go
with your friends?”
Nate did a fine job re-

maining composed after his
mistake, walked away and
the scene still worked. I’m
really hoping that moment
made the final cut.
Since there was so much
to coordinate for that series
of events, it took literally all
night to get it done: the crew
actually had to rush towards
the end of the shoot because
the sun was starting to rise
and compromise the setting.
They eventually got everything they needed and at
around 6 a.m., my cinematic
journey was over and it was
time for me to go back to my
regular, boring life.
In the grand scheme, I
am an insignificant part of
the movie, but I was left
with some great memories:
the shirtless fat kid dancing
around at the party scene;
swearing at the directors,
as part of my lines, during
my audition; and seeing my
small hometown collectively
get excited about being exposed to the world for the
first time.

Thieves

National Association of
Campus Activities conference where the group,
sponsored by UMaine’s
Student Life, decided
they should sign the band
for a concert at UMaine.
“Right from when we
saw them we wanted to
sign them,” said Maya
Clifford, a member of
CAB and a third-year student at UMaine. “They’re
great.”
The bands played for
three hours for a constantly growing crowd.
The Ballroom Thieves
took a break from their
original set to play a song
for two “old friends” of
the band who came to
the show. The song featured a Dispatch style rap
and other rap pieces like
Chris Brown’s “Look At
Me Now.”
The Ballroom Thieves
and The Ghost of Paul
Revere play together
again at The University
of Maine Machias on
April 11.

from A12
The half-full room drew
a few comments from
the Ballroom Thieves,
who commented that they
could see themselves in
the reflection of the glass
from the bookstore. Their
usual audience is “much
more docile than you
guys,” Earley said. “You
need to calm down a little
bit,” he joked.
Despite a low attendance, there was a core
group of fans. Haley
Jaramillo, a UMaine psychology student, has been
to four Ballroom Thieves
concerts.
“The atmosphere is just
really good,” she said.
This was Jaramillo’s
friend Emily Hemingway’s second concert.
Hemingway named the
band’s sound and their
beat as her reasons for
going.
The concert is a result of CAB attending a

Coming soon to a theater
near you
It won’t be much longer
until the eager Mainers who
literally played a part in the
making of this movie will
get to see the result of their
effort: “Beneath The Harvest Sky” will be available
on demand and on iTunes
and other digital retailers on
April 15, and on April 25, the
movie opens in select Maine
theaters, including Bangor
Mall Cinemas, for a weeklong run. Tickets can be requested by emailing events@
bangordailynews.com.
So far, reception has been
positive: “Beneath The Harvest Sky” premiered at the
2013 Toronto International
Film Festival and the movie’s
page on the festival’s website
says of the film, “With its
engrossing network of narrative threads involving young
loves, troubled alliances, and
terrible betrayals, Beneath
the Harvest Sky offers a feast
of poignant and engaging details.”
Surprisingly, none of the
reviews I’ve read mentioned
the captivating, long-haired
local with subpar facial hair
and strong attitude who was
pivotal to the wild pit party
altercation and heartbreaking
classroom scene. But that’s
fine: every Hollywood Alister has to start somewhere.
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Film Review:
‘Noah’
Great casting in dark Biblical tale with astounding visuals

Charming but inconsistent debut hints at Croll’s potential
Derrick Rossignol
Editor In Chief

To a careful observer, it’s
not a secret that pop bands
draw from smaller, more
grassroots genres as they
gain enough of an audience.
Dan Croll, a fresh face
from England, wears his influences on his sleeve. He is
on the record as saying his
roots are in folk, but with
his career so far, he has been
fusing that with electronics
and other effects and instruments found in today’s pop
music.
Does blatantly including such a wide variety of
influences water down the
end product? Is there any
room for Croll’s voice to
shine brighter than those of
the idols he emulates? On
“Sweet Disarray,” his debut LP, the answer is not so
simple.
Most of the album’s best
songs were already released
in the U.K. over a year ago
on Croll’s debut EP “From
Nowhere,” which is a double-edged sword: it’s disappointing that the newer material doesn’t always stack
up, but the reason it doesn’t
live up to its predecessors is
because the older songs are
so darn good.
Although Croll and everybody else claims he
clings so tightly to his stylistic forefathers, his sound
is more its own entity than
it seems to get credit for.
“From Nowhere,” the lead
single of both the EP and
LP, opens with a delightfully cheesy drum machine and
organ playing a catchy set of
chords that are instantly alluring.
Croll’s wispy but present voice is matched to the
instrumental perfectly and
leads a sing-along chorus
that’s a real earworm. Although it’s not immediately
obvious, it’s clear that at its
core, “Sweet Disarray” is a
slightly alternative pop record, and based on the first
few tracks, most of which
were previously released,
it’s a fantastic one at that.
“In/Out,” first heard in

Paramount Pictures

Kyle Hadyniak

Deram
late 2013, is similarly uplifting and nails what is ultimately the point of pop music: it’s easy to listen to but
still exciting. “Only Ghost,”
originally from the “From
Nowhere” EP, best captures
the melding of folk and electronics that Croll claims to
be all about. It starts with
light acoustic guitar and
airy vocals before bass and
synths kick in for the chorus, which, in a good way,
sounds bigger than it actually is due to the juxtaposition
between it and the track’s
stripped down verses.
Although it’s arguably
the album’s most notable
song due to its inclusion in
the hugely popular video
game “FIFA 14,” “Compliment Your Soul” is also
the record’s most laborious
listen. The instrumentation
is like modernized Paul Simon gone wrong, while the
chorus — “I just want to
compliment your soul” — is
cringeworthy.
Thankfully, the rest of
the record avoids lows that
low, although many songs
are less memorable for the
wrong reasons. The album’s
second half is populated by
filler tracks like “Must Be
Leaving” and the title track,
which would be fine as a
complement to cinematic
visuals, but they don’t have
the legs to stand on their
own.
While it seems early on

in “Sweet Disarray” that
Croll peaked in 2013, there
are high quality tracks that
dispute that point.
The listenability of the
horrendously titled “Thinkin
Aboutchu” stands in direct opposition to its name.
The bass-driven groove is
instantly relatable and the
who-knows-what-instrument solo right before the
end brings it all together in
the most satisfying of ways.
If Croll claims any influence
from RnB, it was all invested
in “Can You Hear Me.” The
vibe is hard to pin down,
somewhere between slinky
lounge music, a suspenseful
film score and alternative
experimentation.
“Sweet Disarray” is thus
far the most descriptive album title of 2014: While
everything here isn’t quite
where it should be, it is often a fantastic listen, both
because of its content and
the potential it hints at. Croll
has a sound that is entirely
his, but he still needs time
to mature and achieve consistency. The highlights of
a worthy debut record show
that Croll has great music
ahead of him once he learns
that he is more than the sum
of his influences.

Grade: B

For The Maien Campus
No biblical story has been
told with such high production values as “Noah.” There
have been many attempts
to tell the story of Noah’s
ark, as well as other Biblical tales, but director Darren
Aronofsky — “Requiem for
a Dream,” “Black Swan” —
has combined an excellent
cast with fantastic imagery
and dark subject matter to
craft a story of, well, Biblical
proportions.
That’s not to say “Noah”
is completely faithful to
the original text. Aronofsky has taken some liberties
with certain characters and
events, which may anger
some moviegoers. With that
said, “Noah” is still a one-ofa-kind movie, with few flaws
amid many strengths.
Aronofsky’s
“Noah”
doesn’t shy away from telling an extremely dark tale,
and this is the movie’s greatest strength. As “The Creator’s” chosen one to save
all of Earth’s animal species
while He purges Earth of
Man, Noah, played strongly by Russell Crowe, must
choose to either follow God’s
wish and destroy any chance
of Man returning, or disobey
Him and allow his adopted
daughter to bear children.
The weight of this decision bears heavily on Noah,
and Crowe should be applauded for bringing such a
complex, tortured character
to life. Other aspects of the

movie, such as the antagonist’s barbarous followers,
the drowning screams of
those doomed in the flood,
and certain characters’ actions reinforce the film’s
dark emphasis.
Visually,Aronofsky brings
a unique look to “Noah.”
The film begins with a quick
summary of Biblical events
leading up the Noah’s story,
and this text is accompanied
by stylish, comic book-esque
animation. The setting itself
both before and after the
flood is striking; pre-flood,
the landscape is creepily barren and lonesome, with Noah
and his family just about the
only people the audience
sees. Post-flood, photo-realistic CGI waves and a constantly dark horizon accent
the events within Noah’s
ark.
Noah’s rock-monsters, the
Watchers, are also superbly
rendered, especially in the
battle against the antagonist’s
forces. Other sequences,
such as an eye-catching stopmotion scene detailing an
animal’s travel from sea to
land, provide constant variety throughout the 138 minute runtime. The only visual
“Noah” can be faulted for is
the relatively non-lifelikeness of the animals as they
board the ark, however this
one flaw doesn’t detract from
the overall experience.
As previously mentioned,
Crowe does an outstanding
job as Noah, but the rest of
the cast pulls their weight
throughout the thought-pro-

voking plot. Jennifer Connelly proves to be an effective opposite in her role as
Noah’s wife, Naameh. Likewise, Ray Winstone provides
an effective performance as
the antagonist, Tubal-cain,
a man hell-bent on surviving the flood. Emma Watson
rounds out the cast nicely as
Ila, Noah’s adopted daughter who faces the brunt of
Noah’s torturous predicament. Lastly, Anthony Hopkins chews through scenery
in a cameo as Methuselah,
Noah’s mysteriously wise
grandfather.
Even with a few minor
flaws, “Noah” still impresses
with its exceptional attention
to setting and darkly-written
plot. Combine this with an
outstanding cast and Aronofsky-esque
visuals,
and
“Noah” quickly becomes a
must-see film for anyone
who values a well-told story.
Viewers may feel a little unsatisfied with the film’s final
moments, however, as the
conclusion could have benefited from a more emotionally impactful sequence.
This “what if” is easily
forgiven, however, given the
film’s overall potency. Likewise, viewers may be turned
off by Aronofsky’s loose following of the original story,
but that doesn’t mean “Noah”
isn’t worth seeing. “Noah” is
epic, in every sense of the
word.

Grade: B+

Video Game Review:
‘BioShock Infinite’
Final Bioshock DLC ends series on a massive high
Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maien Campus
“BioShock Infinite” was
applauded mainly for its
story and setting when it
was released in 2013. Featuring extremely well-written protagonists Elizabeth
and Booker, and the wonderfully realized floating
city of Columbia, “Infinite”
left players and critics with
quite the impression. Now,
as “Infinite’s” story comes to
a conclusion with the release
of its third and final “DLC,”
“Burial at Sea: Episode II,”
players will finally be able to
finish Elizabeth’s post-“Infinite” story. It was always
going to be difficult for developer Irrational Games to
satisfyingly conclude Infinite’s intricate, masterfullyexecuted story, but players
can rest assured: “Burial at
Sea: Episode II” will leave
you with chills.
This is assuming the
player completed both “BioShock” (2007), “BioShock
II” (2010), and “BioShock
Infinite,” of course. The
fact is, “Burial at Sea” is
designed and developed for
hardcore “BioShock” fans.
Those who haven’t completed any of these games will

find themselves lost within
“Burial at Sea’s” greatest
strength: its story. Continuing “Infinite’s” protagonist
Elizabeth as she finds herself
trapped within “BioShock’s”
underwater dystopian city,
Rapture, “Burial at Sea” connects the first “BioShock”
and Infinite in a chilling
way. Perhaps Irrational had
designed this story way back
when they were creating the
first “BioShock” in 2006,
or perhaps Irrational simply
has masterful writers. Either
way, the relationship between Rapture and Columbia is extraordinarily intricate. “Burial at Sea” answers
many questions raised from
other “BioShock games,”
and hardcore fans will soak
up every minute of this sixhour adventure.
Rapture, as rendered in
Infinite’s game engine, is
unsurprisingly dense and
beautiful. The underwater
scenery players grew to love
in “BioShock” is better than
ever, and Rapture’s insane
inhabitants once again populate the creepy, fully fleshedout world. Major characters
from all “BioShock” games
make a return, yet their appearance never feels forced
or contrived. This is a testa-

ment to the amazing story Irrational Games has crafted;
“Bioshock’s” universe has
never felt so alive and organic.
While the story never
falters, “Burial at Sea” suffers from Infinite’s graphical hitches. The game never
was going to win any awards
for its console visual fidelity
anyway, but there are some
unfortunate moments when
“Burial at Sea” looks like a
much older game. Players
can find some truly lowres textures, and numerous
loading pauses even during
combat. Considering this
“DLC’s” lengthy development time, it is surprising
that these faults exist. This
is not to say this hampers the
game considerably, just that
they provide an unwelcomed
break from an otherwise immersive game.
Much like her work in
the main game and “Burial
at Sea: Episode I,” Courtnee
Draper steals the show as
Elizabeth, the innocent experiment of some of Columbia’s most powerful characters. Thrust into Rapture in
the first Burial at Sea, Elizabeth proves to be cunning,
intelligent, and extraordinarily brave as she travels

2K Games
through Rapture’s insane
world. Despite never seeing her face in “Episode II”
until the very end, Elizabeth,
through Draper’s incredible
skill, is multidimensional,
emotional, and sympathetic.
Other returning characters,
such as Troy Baker’s Booker
DeWitt and various other
“BioShock” players, offer
exceptional performances,
jumping right back into their
roles with ease and believability.
From a gameplay perspective, “Burial at Sea: Episode II” places an emphasis
on stealth. This new facet is
appropriate considering Elizabeth’s lack of combat abilities, unlike previous BioShock playable characters.

Armed with a multipurpose
crossbow and a couple new
Plasmids, the player needs to
be cunning and tactful when
navigating Rapture, especially on harder difficulties.
In addition, “Burial at Sea:
Episode II” offers players
another game mode, called
1998 mode, where players
must complete the entire
game without using lethal
means. Doing this will net
the player an achievement,
as well as a substantial sense
of accomplishment.
Playing “Burial at Sea”
makes “BioShock Infinite’s”
season pass almost worth
it by itself. Through this
“DLC,” players will experience a thrilling, chilling story that amazingly comes full

circle with other “BioShock”
titles. This accomplishment
is not something normally
seen in video games; Irrational Game’s great care and
passion for the franchise is
evident. Only a few minor
flaws stand out against this
impressive feat of storytelling. Hardcore fans will
find countless references to
other “BioShock” games
within “Burial at Sea’s” 5-7
hour adventure. Simply put,
“Burial at Sea” was worth
the wait, as it delivers on almost every level.

Grade: A+
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Comedy and magic at Minsky Hall
Chase Brunton

For The Maine Campus
On Saturday night,
up-and-coming
funnyman Marcus Banks performed at the University
of Maine, in the Class of
1944’s Minsky Recital
Hall. The free event was
sponsored by non-profit
organization Strong MindStrong Body (SMSB),
and featured Banks as the
main act, with an opening
performance by magician
Vladimir Zinczenko.
After an introduction
by the president of SMSB,
the entertainment began
with Zinczenko. who
stole the audience members imaginations with
his elaborate tricks and
tongue-in-cheek humor.
The
magician told
whimsical stories to accompany his tricks, which
ranged from eye-popping
card maneuvers to accurately predicting a phone
number a student had
randomly chosen from
a large phone book. His
performance was highly
interactive and had the
audience engaged from
start to finish.
After the audience
members had their minds
and funny bones stimulated, it was time for Banks
to come to the stage. The
New York-native comedian began his show by
asking the audience about
their partying habits, offering his own humorous
take on subjects like alcohol, marijuana and dating. He jumped from subject to subject, frequently
engaging the audience
directly in his jokes. The
audience interaction continued throughout his set,
with Banks picking on
couples, asking audience
members to tweet him,

and heckling a few unlucky people.
Banks often ridiculed
members of the audience
even as he ridiculed himself, all with a nod and a
wink. However, during
one bit where he described
being
homeless,
one
member of the audience
suggested that he should
have applied for Section
8 — a type of low-income
housing, and things got a
bit hairy. “You shouldn’t
judge a book by its cover,” he told the patron,
frustrated.
Afterward, things lightened up a bit. He made
several references to the
long trip to Maine, asked
about the school’s athletics, and put a young couple on the spot, all in the
pursuit of laughs. Judging
by the crowd reaction, it
seemed to work.
Toward the end of the
show, Marcus gave a shout
out to SMSB for putting
on the event, and thanked
the school itself and everyone there for making
him feel welcome.
Marcus is a 23-yearold comedian from New
York city. He is a relative
newcomer to the comedy
scene, having performed
for the last three years.
This is his first time in
Maine.
On his website, he
lists comic legends Eddie
Murphy and the late Redd
Foxx and Richard Pryor
as his big influences.
But Banks does more
than comedy. He is also
an actor, with an upcoming role in an indie film,
and he regularly hosts radio shows and events.
It wasn’t an easy start
to his career. After college, he says, things were
difficult. “I hit rock bottom, and I was a homeless

college dropout with nothing to look forward to,”
Marcus said in an interview with web magazine/
blog #iWRITE. Banks
said it was his old college
roommate who convinced
him to try out comedy.
With his friend’s encouragement, Banks tried his
hand at a few open mic
nights, and eventually got
to performing more and
more. Now signed to label Muscle Management
Group, he is in demand at
venues and college campuses across the country.
His DVD, titled “Refund
Check,” is to be released
in October of this year,
and will be available for
free on his website.
Zinczenko, also known
as the Russian Mentalist,
is a mysterious performer. Now 52, he has been
a magician since he was 8
years old, and to this day
he holds a grip on audience attention with his
seemingly psychic abilities. He says his goal is
to make every show an
experience, both mystical and spiritual. “In my
shows there is always a
huge element of surprise
at the end,” he said. Interested audiences will have
to find out what the surprise is for themselves.
Zinczenko also volunteers
every year at SMSB’s free
youth summer camps,
where he delights in entertaining and teaching
the children. “There is
always an important reallife message in my work
for these kids, and to see
their response to what I
do is just incredible,” said
the magician, who leads a
piece on spirituality at the
camps and also works on
leadership development at
the University of Maine.
SMSB is a part of the
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Marcus Banks performed his comedy routine at Minsky Recital Hall Saturday.

national
organization
Strong Mind-Strong Body,
Inc., which operates in
Maine; Washington, D.C.;
and Ghana, West Africa.
The organization was
started by UMaine graduate student and former
Black Bear football player
Roosevelt Boone as a way
to give under-privileged
youth access to health and
fitness programs in their
community. Boone cofounded the group with
his mother, Alice Boone.
As an undergraduate,
Boone was struck with
the idea for SMSB while
working as a councilor at
one of the University’s
youth summer camps,
where he realized that
many kids don’t get to
experience summer camp.
Boone has also traveled to
Ghana, a country in Afri-

ca, twice to educate children about the benefits of
physical education and
education in general.
Boone and the rest of
SMSB spent three months
trying to book Marcus
Banks after seeing his
performances on YouTube. Boone knew Banks’
former
manager,
and
reached out to him to see
if they could get Banks to
perform at the university.
“He’s an up-and-coming guy, around the same
age as the students here at
UMaine, including many
of our international students,” Boone said. “We
believe in supporting
young people’s creativity.
Plus, it’s not often that a
magician and a comedian
come to campus.” Boone
is also friends with the
Zinczenko, and knew him

through his involvement
with SMSB.
Currently, the UMaine
branch of SMSB, led by
President Khari Al-Mateen, will be offering
summer camp in July for
underprivileged youth in
the greater Orono and Old
Town area.
Campers aged 10-17
who come from low-income households are able
to attend the camps for
free. The camps offered
focus on sports, wellness,
nutrition, health and hygiene, and are funded by
grants and private donations. Interested families
should visit their website at www.strongmindstrongbodyinc.org
for
information and applications. The Maine summer
program will operate during July 7-18.

Wu Tang Clan’s one- Rock n’ roll comedy a
Sandler hidden gem
of-a-kind album
Column
Ignoring expenses, actual
profit margins and other money-related numbers that musicians are often complaining
about,
if you
want to
make
$5 mill i o n
from an
album
t h a t
sells for
$10 per How I Hear It
c o p y,
By Derrick
y o u
Rossignol
would
have to
sell 500,000 copies of that album. That’s a big feat that’s not
achieved every day.
Legendary rap group WuTang Clan plans to manufacture
only one copy of their upcoming record, “The Wu — Once
Upon a Time in Shaolin.” That
sounds like commercial suicide,
considering all the money that
goes into the recording and production of an album, but there’s
more to it than that. Once it is
up for sale, it is expected to sell
for at least $5 million.
Again, there’s more to it
than that.
Music is commonly referred to as art, and the goal of
this project is to see it treated as
such. Art is special because it is
one of a kind. There’s only one
authentic Mona Lisa, and it is
worth a lot of money. The same
will be true of “The Wu.” There
will be only one copy, and it
will sell for a large sum since it

will be the only one.
The 31-track album was
recorded over six years in complete secrecy with the original Wu-Tang Clan members.
Before it is sold, likely to the
highest bidder in an auction, it
is expected to tour museums
worldwide for exclusive listening parties. There will be no
MP3 downloads and no CDs or
vinyl at the record store.
Wu-Tang Clan member
RZA told Billboard that he has
heard offers ranging from $2
million to $5 million for the
album.
“[It] gives us an idea that
what we’re doing is being understood by some,” he told Billboard.
There are two ways to look
at this bizarre release method
— or lack thereof:
it.

1. You can be upset about

Why would they do this?
Don’t they want people to hear
their music? They worked on
it for six years and nobody’s
going to know what it sounds
like? At most, a few thousand
people, a number that could
be completely off, will hear
it and that’s all. For a band
whose cultural immediacy has
dwindled since the ’90s, releasing a record that nobody knows
anything about is a dangerous
move.
2. You can be excited by it.
Is it pretentious that they’re
treating the album this way?
Sure, absolutely. It’s being
treated like it’s a gift to mankind from The Creator himself.
Here’s the thing: it could be.

Most of us will never know.
Very few people will ever get
to experience this thing. It’s
exclusive. The exclusivity creates mystique. People will debate what they think it might
sound like. Your friend will
know somebody who knows
a guy who knows a guy who
heard about somebody who got
to hear it, and they said it was
the greatest collection of sound
in the history of hip-hop. Wow,
imagine what it would be like
to hear that?
Replications of Vincent Van
Gogh’s “The Starry Night” can
be seen online, while the actual
thing is only in one place. “The
Wu” can only be seen in one
place and for an extremely limited time. It’s the Haley’s Comet
of music releases. It only comes
around so often and the conditions have to be just right to be
able to experience it. Without
the ability to repeatedly listen,
your memory of it, if you were
fortunate enough to have heard
it and formed one at all, will
be tainted by nostalgia, which
will make it even more mythic.
It’s a big deal, a one-night-only
ordeal that will never be replicated.
As much as many people
want to hear this thing, its exclusivity is both a bold statement and great promotional
tool, but then again, there’s no
point in promoting something
that isn’t distributed. Even
if the album ends up being
no good, the release method
itself is art, a thoughtful and
deep idea that stirs up reactions. Also, the album might
be the greatest thing we’ll
never hear.

Column
Before “Happy Gilmore”
and “Billy Madison,” Adam
Sandler starred in a few lesser known films, one of these
b e ing the
1 9 9 4
r o c k
‘n’ roll
comedy
“Airheads.”
T h e
f i l m
features
Netflix
an enTheatre
semble
By Josh Deakin
c a s t
and did
not do well at the box office.
Surprisingly, it brought in a
little over half of the original
budget domestically.
The film is about a struggling hair metal band called
The Lone Rangers on the
Los Angeles strip. They are
fronted by the lead singer
Chazz, played by Brendan
Fraser, who is desperate to
make it big and will do anything to help their situation.
Chazz becomes even more
determined after his longtime girlfriend kicks him out
of their apartment. While
hanging out at The Whisky,

the band sees another local
band, The Sons of Thunder,
get a record deal after having their song played on
the radio, the band sets out
to do the same thing. After
things do not go according
to plan at the record station,
The Lone Rangers decide to
hold the place hostage. The
only catch is, the station’s
employees have no idea that
their “weapons” are actually
squirt guns filled with hot
sauce.
The Lone Rangers have a
difficult time trying to play
their song. In the process,
their tape actually catches
fire from cigarette ashes.
When the police show up
outside the station, the antics
amp up. Since it technically
is a hostage situation, their
list of demands gets strange.
At one point they ask for a
football helmet filled with
cottage cheese. Their reasoning behind it? To ask for
strange things so they may
plead insanity later.
The band is played by
Fraser, Sandler and Steve
Buscemi. Other stars in the
film include Chris Farley,
Ernie Hudson, Judd Nelson,
David Arquette, and the late
Harold Ramis. Mike Judge
even makes a voice appearance as voicing Beavis and

Butt-head. With an all star
cast like that, it is a mystery
why the film did not do as
well.
Since the film is about
a struggling band, there is
a lot of music featured in
it. The shock rock group
White Zombie, lead by Rob
Zombie, makes an appearance performing at a club.
Lemmy Kilmister from Motorhead makes a non musical
appearance as a member of
a crowd. The fictional band,
The Sons of Thunder, featured in the film is played
by the actual band Galactic
Cowboys. The song “Degenerated,” performed by The
Lone Rangers, was recorded
by the punk band Reagan
Youth.
The film is one of the best
in Sandler’s as well as Fraser’s catalogs. The band’s decision making process is entertaining to watch to say the
least. In a real world sense,
the film is interesting in that
the hair metal scene was on
a severe decline in the early
’90s. In the film, Chazz distastefully acknowledges that
Seattle’s music scene, known
as grunge, is on the rise. For
fans of rock music, this film
is absolute must see. However, it will be enjoyed by regular fans of comedy films.
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The experience of an extra in ‘Beneath The Harvest Sky,’ a drama made by Maine people in a small Maine town
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Derrick Rossignol
Editor In Chief

I almost passed on a shot
at Hollywood glory so I could
work an early morning in the
woods.
Well, not quite. Let’s
backtrack:
Some time before the summer of 2012, I heard from a
family friend that their farm,
Lajoie Growers, was going to
be involved in the production
of a movie set in Van Buren,
Maine, my hometown of less
than 2,200 people located on
the Canadian border near the
very top of the state.
Van Buren’s biggest
claims to fame are probably
my father and sister’s successes in high school and
college basketball, and the
“fact” that we had the first
McDonald’s in the world to
shut down, although I’ve yet
to find evidence that supports
that folk tale.
So it was cool that a movie, titled “Blue Potato” during
production and now named
“Beneath The Harvest Sky,”
was being shot in Van Buren.

Supposedly, the movie was a
drama set during the potato
harvest that dealt with drug
trafficking and getting out of
a small town. From the time
rumors about it spread to the
start of production, most Van
Bureners were getting excited.
We heard that the cast was
pretty good, and we were
right. “Beneath The Harvest
Sky” features the talents of a
few actors whose names we
had heard or whose faces we
had seen, including, among
notable others, up-and-comer
Callan McAuliffe, who played
a young Jay Gatsby in 2013’s
“The Great Gatsby”; David
Denman, who was Roy in
“The Office”; and Josh Mostel, who has had supporting
roles in a few Adam Sandler
movies, including a memorable performance as Principal
Anderson, aka The Revolting
Blob, in “Billy Madison.”
Van Buren got even more
pumped up when we found
out that there would be casting calls in town and other
surrounding
communities
looking for real Aroostook

County people to fill minor roles. The aim for authenticity and the desire to
keep Maine people involved
made sense: co-director and
co-writer Aron Gaudet is
a Maine-based filmmaker
who, along with co-director, co-writer and wife Gita

Staff Writer

The Ballroom Thieves
headlined a concert held
Thursday in the University of Maine Memorial
Union, near the bookstore. Students lined the
balcony and downstairs
to cheer on the Bostonbased band.
The concert, made
possible by the Campus
Activities Board or CAB,
is part of a new revival
of the board which hopes
to bring more comedians,
concerts, poets and performers to UMaine for
students.
Lead singer of The
Ballroom Thieves Mar-

tin Earley is a Maine native and during the show
asked many audience
members where they were
from. A dialogue between
the audience and the band
carried on through the
performance, along with
running jokes about how
the opening band, The
Ghost of Paul Revere,
managed to get Thieves
vocalist and drummer
Devin Mauch very intoxicated the night before.
The Ballroom Thieves,
a “high-energy” rock
trio, found their roots in
New England. Featuring
guitar, drums and cello
player Calin Peters, the
band’s folky sound mixed
well with Portland-based

Making the cut

‘Beneath The Harvest Sky’ opens at Bangor
Mall Cinemas and other select Maine theaters
for a limited run beginning on April 25.
The film will also be available On Demand,
as well as on iTunes and other digital platforms,
on April 15.
Visit tribecafilm.com for more information.
Pullapilly, got their start in
documentary work, helming
the well received “The Way
We Get By,” a 2009 look at
three senior citizens who
have greeted over one million incoming U.S. troops at
a Maine airport.
I dabbled in small-scale
YouTube filmmaking in high

Ballroom Thieves
rock out in Union
Danielle Walczak

school and had a lot of fun
with it, so I couldn’t pass
on the opportunity to be in
something more substantial than my home-produced
quasi-documentaries and nobudget sketches.

The Ghost of Paul Revere.
The Ghost of Paul
Revere is a holler folk,
Mumford & Sons-style
four-person band.
Maine culture was
present at the concert
as Earley referred to
The Ghost of Paul Revere lead singer Griffin
Sherry’s beard as being
like “Paul Bunyan’s but
the artistic version.” And
The Ghost of Paul Revere
banjo player Max Davis
wore Bean boots.
Although the crowd
was small it was loud and
often clapped prematurely at the ends of songs.
See Packers on A9

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer

The Ballroom Thieves played in the Memorial Union on Wednesday.

The Van Buren casting call
was held in the auditorium
and surrounding rooms of my
former high school. For myself and fellow townspeople
who didn’t have a great idea
about how a professional
filmmaking process works,
it was an enlightening experience. I arrived, signed in at

the front table, had my picture taken, waited in the auditorium with the other hopeful natives, then was called
into another room as part of
a smaller group. There, I was
given a two-page sample
script that I would use to audition with in front of Pullapilly, Gaudet and casting director Allison Jones, who has
worked on an impressive list
of productions that includes
“The 40-Year-Old Virgin,”
“Superbad” and “The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air.”
When it was my turn to
read, I went into the room
and introduced myself to
the aforementioned three,
cracked a lame joke or two
and read my hastily studied
lines. Did I set the world on
fire? No, but I was notified
a week or so later that they
could use me as an extra in
a few scenes, so I didn’t flop
too badly. A couple of people
I know got minor speaking
roles, which would have been
cool had I been one of those
people, but I was still happy
to be a part of it.
The first set of scenes that

I would be involved in took
place at my high school during the early hours of Aug.
18, 2012. That was a problem
because I had already agreed
to work in the woods that
morning, cutting down trees
with my dad for an older gentleman from down the street.
The pay was decent, and
I didn’t really want to pass
up work for an unpaid film
role, but I figured it might be
at least a few months before
the next Van Buren-based
production comes around,
so I convinced myself to bail
on work for a shot at the big
time.
The big time
That morning, a buddy
of mine and I showed up to
school with casual clothes —
nothing with thin stripes that
would mess with the cameras
or visible company logos that
couldn’t be cleared for use in
the movie — and a backpack,
as instructed. The first thing
we shot was B-roll of students entering the building to
See Harvest Sky on A9

Film director shows,
discusses latest work
Christopher Burns
Staff Writer

Director Alex Smith visited the University of Maine
Thursday, April 3 as part
of the New England college tour for his latest film,
“Winter in the Blood.” Other
stops included the University of New Hampshire, Dartmouth and the New Haven
International Film Festival.
Hosted by the Department of
English, Smith spent the day
speaking to students until the
free 7 p.m. showing in room
100 of the Donald P. Corbett
Business Building.
Set in cold, open, rural
Montana, “Winter in the
Blood,” based on James
Welch’s 1974 novel of the
same name, tells the story of
Virgil First Raise, played by
Chaske Spencer, in search of
his renegade wife, played by
Julia Jones, who walked out
on him, taking his rifle and
electric razor with her. Along
the way Virgil faces the brutality and loneliness of life,
ultimately finding himself
through the struggle.
Virgil is a troubled man
who passes the days with
one alcohol-fueled blackout
after another, unable to piece
together the shards of his
life and memory, haunted by
the deaths of his father and
brother. After his wife runs
away, he travels into town
to find her and reclaim his
stolen property. In town, he
encounters a series of misfits — two played by David
Morse and Lily Gladstone
— and winds up involved in

a tale of intrigue that may or
may not be a mere apparition
of his drunken mind, leading
him to the very source of his
demons.
Spencer brings Welch’s
protagonist to life and is absolutely flawless as the troubled, laconic Virgil. In the
smallest moments, Spencer
comes through as in a chance
glance when he sees his wife
walking down the street in
a brand new dress and right
away it’s clear in his eyes
that there’s a man who needs
a drink. Julia Jones is phenomenal as Virgil’s wife and
brings a power to the screen
for the most part without
even saying a word.
The film is honest in its
depiction of the ravages of
alcoholism and the social
cost Native American communities have paid because
of it. So few hard-drinking
characters come to any meaningful confrontation with
themselves. Such growth
and depth eludes them, but
not here. Anchored by apparitions of the past, Virgil
must discover the truth of
his identity and overcome
the guilt, sadness, rage and
anger that leave him proverbially dead.
In many ways, the film
is a retelling of the comingof-age story. For Virgil, the
conflict is that he never truly
came of age nor confronted
pain, having submerged it
deep beneath an ocean of
booze. Unable to move on
and grow, he never came
to know his name nor the
truth of his identity. Beneath

Virgil’s journey is a heartfelt
meditation not only of the
historical trauma of the Native American community,
but also a deep engagement
with the human struggle to
reconcile with the past.
The rock and roll score
is phenomenal. Music accompanies Virgil along his
journey, and its ghostly presence serves as a reminder of
the quest for the unattainable
and the sublime. A number
of musicians, including Robert Plant, bring their musical
flair to the jukeboxes and radios that populate the film’s
world.
But the true musical treat
is the Austin-based Heartless
Bastards — originally of
Dayton, Ohio. Frontwoman
Erika Wennerstrom’s signature vocal stylings lend
a truly haunting, evocative and even heartbreaking
soundtrack that pairs finely
with Virgil’s struggle to
rise above the mess of his
life. The Heartless Bastards
wrote a number of original
songs for the film, including
the two main themes “Winter
in my Blood” and the powerful “Hi-Line.”
Directors Alex and Andrew Smith tell a compelling
and evocative story of brotherhood, men and women,
love and loss, guilt and anger
and, ultimately, redemption.
Their deep respect for Welch
and the Native American
community pulses through
the film, giving the audience
a rich encounter with the
oftentimes troubled human
condition.
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Soccer? Football? Voetbol?
Adam Robinson brings you a
Champions League preview
- whether you care or not.
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Black Bears top Beavers, drop two to Hartford
Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
baseball team played their
first set of games on Orono
soil this past week, topping
the University of Maine at
Farmington on Thursday before dropping a doubleheader
to Hartford University Sunday afternoon.
The Black Bears — 9-18
overall — will look to improve upon their 1-4 record
in America East play in their
series finale with the Hawks
Monday afternoon.
Balance boosts Black
Bears by Beavers
UMaine defeated the
UMF Beavers in a 10-1 rout
Thursday afternoon in the
Black Bears’ home opener
at Mahaney Diamond. Both
sophomore infielder Shane
Bussey and junior outfielder
Sam Balzano recorded two
hits for the Black Bears in
the winning effort.
UMaine got off to a very
strong start early in the first
inning, opening up a four-run
lead.
Senior infielder Colin
Gay led off the inning with
a single to left field. Senior
infielder Troy Black and junior infielder Scott Heath
were both hit by pitches to
load the base before senior
infielder Alex Calbick drew
a walk, bringing home Gay
for the game’s first run. Two
sacrifice flies and another

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
The Black Bears finish off their three-game set with Hartford Monday afternoon at 3 p.m.

walk drew in the remaining
base runners to cap the firstinning scoring.
The Black Bears momentum continued throughout
the second when they scored
three more runs. Black
reached base on an error and
scored on a ground out by junior outfielder Brian Doran.
In Bussey’s second at bat,
he reached base on a walk,

then advanced to second on
a wild pitch by UMF senior
starting pitcher Ben Pearson.
Sophomore catcher Jonathan
Salcedo was hit by a pitch
in the next at bat, and Balzano bunted safely to load
the bases. Gay hit a sacrifice
fly to drive in Bussey for the
second run of the inning.
Black’s next at bat brought
home Salcedo on a single to

centerfield.
Farmington scored its only
run in the top of the fourth
inning. Sophomore infielder
Ben Keene reached base on
a Black Bear error before
sophomore outfielder Tom
Grady, who tallied three hits
in the contest, followed that
up with a single to advance
Keene. Sophomore infielder
Grayson Beressi singled to

Softball drops two of three at Albany

center to bring home Keene
for Farmington’s lone tally.
UMaine continued to pour
it on in the bottom of the inning. Freshman outfielder
Jake Osborne was brought in
on the base paths after Doran
singled. Osborne stole second base and scored when
Bussey tallied his third hit of
the game. He then reached
home for the second time of

the day on a Balzano single
to deep left field.
The Black Bears’ final
run came in the bottom of
the seventh inning to secure
the 10-1 victory. The run
was scored by Balzano who
reached home on an error
from a groundout by Black.
The Black Bears used six
different pitchers throughout the game. Senior Shaun
Coughlin earned the win,
striking out four batters in
two innings to improve to 22 on the season. Junior Luke
Morrill allowed Farmington’s only earned run, along
with two hits in two innings.
Two strike-outs in two scoreless innings was recorded
by sophomore right-hander
Logan Fullmer. Sophomore
Jake Marks struck out two
Beavers in one inning of
action, while freshman Jeff
Gelinas and sophomore Burk
Fitzpatrick also contributed
on the mound for the Black
Bears.
Pearson picked up the
loss for Farmington, giving
up four runs in the outing.
He was one of seven pitchers
used by the Beavers throughout the contest.
Black Bears drop both
games of doubleheader
UMaine dropped two
America East conference
contests to Hartford by scores
of 6-4 and 2-1 in a doubleSee Baseball on B3

Men’s track
takes first
place at UNH

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
The Black Bears sit in third in America East behind Binghamton and Stony Brook in the early conference schedule.

Anthony Panciocco
Staff Writer

The University of Maine
softball team dropped two
of three at the University at
Albany this past weekend,
losing their first contest Saturday before splitting a doubleheader Sunday afternoon.
The Black Bears fall to
13-11 on the season and 5-3
in conference while the Great
Danes improve to 12-7 and
3-2 in America East play.
MacFawn blanks Black
Bears in game one
The Black Bears, who had
scored at least nine runs per
game during their four-game
winning streak, struggled at
the plate in Saturday’s contest. Albany senior starter
Brittany MacFawn went the
distance, allowing just two
hits in seven innings of work
and fanning 10 batters to improve to 6-4 on the season.

UMaine junior starter and
America East Pitcher of the
Week Alexis Bogdanovich
struggled, going all six innings but surrendering four
runs on nine hits.
Bogdanovich and MacFawn kept things quiet offensively for both teams through
three innings before Albany
senior first baseman Charlise
Castro homered to left field,
scoring senior infielder Emily Ostrom and giving the
Great Danes a 2-0 lead.
The Black Bears threatened in the top of the fifth
when freshman third baseman Shelby Obert reached
second on an error and freshman first baseman Maddie
Moore struck out but advanced to first when the ball
got past the catcher, moving
Obert to third. Freshman
pinch runner Chloe Douglass advanced to second on a
fielder’s choice before Mac-

Fawn settled down and retired her next two batters to
end the threat.
Albany junior left fielder
Vicky McFarland led off the
bottom half of the inning by
going yard, extending the
lead to 3-0. Sophomore center fielder Kelly Costello doubled to left field and scored
on an error by freshman left
fielder Samantha Ralphs, securing the Albany victory.
Costello led the Great Danes
offensively, tallying two hits
and scoring a run.
Late rally gives UMaine
first victory of weekend before Albany takes rubber
game
UMaine senior starter
Hannah Hill scattered eight
hits in a nine-inning effort
in the first game of Sunday’s
doubleheader, striking out 11
and improving her record to
6-1 on the season. Hill leads
the Black Bears with 44

strikeouts this year.
Albany threatened early
when junior center fielder
Vicky McFarland singled to
right field and advanced to
third on a steal and a fielder’s
choice. Sophomore shortstop
Maggie Cocks reached on
an infield single and made it
to second but failed to score
when Hill settled down and
struck out Castro to retire the
side.
MacFawn was a workhorse on the weekend, going the distance and giving
up three runs, two earned on
eight hits and fanning 10.
Timely pitching was the
key to the game for both
teams as neither was short
on opportunities. The Black
Bears left eight runners on
base while Albany left 11,
including three in the ninth.
See Softball on B4

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
UM returns to UNH next weekend for the Wildcat Invitational

Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
track and field teams competed in their first outdoor
meet in Durham, N.H. this
past weekend. The men’s
team finished in first place
while the women’s finished third in a field that
consisted of the University of New Hampshire,
Northeastern University
and the College of the
Holy Cross.
There were some outstanding results from both
sides.
On the women’s side,
Naomi Holzhauer finished
fourth in the 800 meter

with a time of 2:26.66,
while Katelyn Guilmette
finished fourth with a time
of 12.85 seconds in the
100 meter dash. During the
400, Lauren Roush earned
another fourth-place finish
with a time of 1:02.70.
During the field events,
Jaclyn Masters dominated
the pole vault taking first
place with a mark of 3.42
meters. Ashley Donohoe,
Emily Boardman and Ashley Griffin competed in
the throwing events and
took the top three spots for
the Black Bears. During
the shot put, Donohoe finished second with a mark
See Track & Field on B4
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Woodsmen Team provides club alternative

Courtesy of Katie Bauerhenn
UMaine senior and Woodsmen Team member Joe Roy competes at an event early this year. The Black Bears travel to Colby College for their next meet on April 12.

Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

Not many people would
call Bangor one of the three
great cities in North America today. But at the height of
the state’s lumber industry
in the late 1800s, the idea
wasn’t so far-fetched.
The University of Maine’s
Woodsmen Team draws
from that tradition every day
in its attempt to educate and
provide students competition opportunities outside
the realm of normal sports,
and it’s been successful in
that venture since its inception 40 years ago.
According to the club’s
website, this team is “a coed organization dedicated to
maintaining the old woods
skills and competing on
the intercollegiate level
throughout the Northeast
and Canada.”
Bangor was once the
lumber capital of the world.
Thanks to this longstanding student organization, a
glimpse of that history still
remains in the area.
“It’s mostly just for
people to have fun and do
something that’s a little bit
different,” said Joe Roy, a
fifth-year wildlife ecology
major and veteran Woods-

men Team member. “We log
in Maine. A lot of people
have a logging history, and
a lot of us did firewood and
this and that growing up.
This is just a way to compete
in those things.”
The team, which also does
small wood jobs for faculty
and community members in
addition to their practices
and competitions, competes
against teams throughout
the region and Canada including: Unity College and
Colby College in Maine; the
University of New Hampshire; the University of Connecticut; the University of
Vermont; the University of
New Brunswick; Dartmouth
College; and others.
They’ve had three competitions so far this academic year, including a home
event held on Feb. 22 in
which the women took home
first place and the two men’s
teams took home second and
sixth, respectively. They are
scheduled to compete at Colby College April 12 before
preparing for the Northeast
Regional event in New York
near the end of the month.
Although the Woodsmen
Team generally draws forestry and wildlife majors to
its ranks, Roy said that they
welcome all students to join

the team regardless of their
area of study.
“It’s a little different
[than other club teams and
sports on campus],” he said.
“It’s still a club, but with
other club teams, you still
have to try out and actually make the team. Whereas
with us, anybody can come
in regardless of experience.
We have people on the team
who have never touched an
ax or a chainsaw before they
came here, and we also have
people who were doing this
stuff in high school.
“It’s a great learning experience,” he added. “People come in and they don’t
know anything, and when
they leave they know how
to use a chainsaw safely —
they know how to use proper safety equipment. You’ll
know how to split your own
firewood safely, and you’ll
understand that doing your
own firewood is still a thing
that people actually do.”
Six people from each
team compete at each meet in
various events — six singles
events, three doubles events,
two triples events and several team events. Although
there are multiple ways
these meets are ultimately
decided, they are usually
scored similarly to that of a

track and field meet – where
each event is worth a certain
number of points and the total scores from each are tallied at the end to determine
the overall team winner.
Some of the events include, but are not limited to:
the cross-cut, the bow saw,
the log roll, fire building, the
axe throw, the speed chop,
the pulp toss and the quarter split. Just as the events
themselves vary, so are the
goals the team sets for itself
heading into a meet.
“Some of us know that
we have the ability to compete against the top teams
like Unity [College] in certain events,” Roy — whose
favorite events are the underhand chop, the standing
block chop, the pulp toss
and the triathlon — said.
“The newcomers usually try
and top the personal bests
they’ve set to that point. Obviously the goal is to win,
but overall it’s about improving.”
All of the events are designed to simulate traditional logging activities from
the turn of the century, according to the team website,
and each tests a different
strength. In other words, you
don’t have to be the Brauny
Man to compete against the

top collegiate woodsmen in
the region.
“One thing that’s nice
about the Woodsmen Team
is that there’s something for
everyone,” Roy said. “Even
if you’re not the burliest
woodsman, there are still
technique-based events like
fire building that you can
excel at. It’s not like some
sports where you have to be
a certain body type to do it.”
The senior also commented on how much better
this team has gotten, even
in the few years he’s been a
regular.
“Last year, it was more
like people were going into
events looking for more individual success,” he said.
“This year, we’re becoming
much more competitive as
a team. Practice is becoming much more serious and
involved. I think coming in
second and beating Unity
[considered the top team in
Maine and one of the best in
the region] at our UMaine
event in some of our chopping events really caused us
all to realize that we are becoming a lot more competitive than we were.”
In addition to Roy, team
members include: Team
President Nicole Whitney,
Megan Woods, Chris Nys-

trom, Brad Jones, Brendan
Giroux, Drew Johnson,
Bronte Sone, Tom Kmetz,
Colin Bridge-Koenigsberg,
Julie M. Churchill, Gradeigh
Cameron, Megan Dood,
Mike Bunero, Tish Carr,
Julia Osborn, Kirsha Finemore, Justin Richards, Sam
Preston and Ian Hay.
Roy says that one of the
best parts about this club is
the fact that he gets to compete outside in events that
really cater to the passion
he already has for working
in the woods, but that the
greatest lesson comes in the
knowledge you retain that
will stick with you long after
you leave the Orono campus.
“Even if you’re not necessarily going to be using a
chainsaw or what have you
all the time, you at least now
know safety measures and
how to operate it and be safe
around it,” he said. “That’s
a life skill that’s slowly becoming less and less common, but it’s also a skill that
could prove extremely valuable to you one day.”
The UMaine Woodsmen
Team can be found online
on Facebook and Twitter, as
well as on the UMaine website.

The Peyton Manning dilemma: To rest, or not to rest?
Column

Jon Ouellette
It’s discussed every season, in virtually every professional sport, and there’s
no right answer.
Should teams who have
locked up top playoff spots
— and more interestingly,
home ice in the postseason
— sit key players, or at the
very least, limit their ice
time, during the last few
games of the regular season in the hopes this will
rejuvenate them for a long
playoff push?
The question comes up
more often in football than
the other four major North
American sports — and has
historically and curiously
centered around the Denver Broncos’ Peyton Manning, which I’ll get to in a
second — but this season,
it has become a hotly discussed issue among hockey pundits now that the
Boston Bruins have locked
up home ice throughout
the Eastern Conference
playoffs with their 5-2 victory over the Philadelphia
Flyers on Saturday.
The Bs had been chased
by the Pittsburgh Penguins,
who have since clinched
the Metropolitan Division,
for the East’s top spot.
Although there has already been evidence that
Boston is opting to rest
its players as the regular
season winds down, that
doesn’t mean the debate
over sitting players is
over.
Should the brain trust
that is General Manager
Peter Chiarelli, President
Cam Neely and head coach
Claude Julien decide to rest

its older players in favor
of giving its more highly
touted prospects real NHL
experience?
Let’s look at the pros
and cons.
Pros
- It allows them to rest
veteran cogs and minute
eaters like Zdeno Chara,
fellow defenseman Johnny
Boychuck, wingers Jarome
Iginla and Chris Kelly and
goaltender Tuukka Rask
— guys they’ll need to be
at their best if they want to
raise the Stanley Cup this
spring.
- Key future prospects
like Ryan Spooner, Alexander Khokhlachev, Joe
Morrow and goaltender
Niklas Svedberg get valuable ice time to prepare
them for when they will be
needed to contribute in the
near future.
- It gives Julien and
Chiarelli the opportunity
to experiment with the offensive depth chart, giving
guys who’ve cooled off
recently like Reilly Smith
a chance to hit the reset
button while simultaneously getting a better read
on who should play with
who when the postseason
begins.
- Injury prevention.
The less they play, the less
likely they are to go down
and be out for the postseason.
Cons
- Resting players and
pairing others with unfamiliar teammates could
compromise the rhythm,
unity and momentum this
squad has generated in the
last month.
- Assuming they clinch
the East, there is still the
possibility of relinquishing their hold on the Pres-

ident’s Trophy to one of
the Western Conference
contenders — namely St.
Louis, the Anaheim Ducks
and San Jose Sharks —
which in turn means they
wouldn’t have home ice in
the Stanley Cup Finals.
Although anyone who
can count can see that I’ve
listed four pros and only
two cons, let’s look at
Manning’s history to see
what we’re left with:
Manning and the two
organizations he’s played
for in his professional career under center have had
mixed results when trying
to sit the one-time Super
Bowl champion in the latter stages of the regular
season.
In 2006, with the top
seed in the AFC secured
and virtually no reason to
risk injuring their franchise cornerstone, Manning played every game
for the Indianapolis Colts.
He would go on to raise the
Lombardi Trophy in addition to being named MVP.
The Colts opted to rest
Manning in their final
regular season games the
next two seasons, both
of which ended with first
round playoff exits at the
hands of the San Diego
Chargers.
Indianapolis had a shot
at a perfect season when
they ran out to a 14-0 record in 2009, but elected
to rest Manning in the final two contests. They lost
both games but did reach
the Super Bowl that year
before falling to the New
Orleans Saints.
Manning would play
the full 16 games in 2010
before being ousted by the
New York Jets in the first
round of the playoffs once

again, and would relive
that fate two years later,
this time with the Denver
Broncos, with a home loss
against the Baltimore Ravens in his first postseason
with his new club.
Okay, so it’s obviously difficult to conclude
what’s best with such
mixed results in such a
small sample size, and it’s
even harder to quantify
what kind of effect playing
younger prospects down
the stretch has on their effectiveness when they become regulars later on. So
what about home ice in the
Stanley Cup Finals?
The
Bruins
have
punched a ticket to vie
for Lord Stanley’s most
famous hardware twice in
the last three seasons, and

the outcomes of both years
seem to debunk the value
of having home ice at all.
Boston beat the Vancouver Canucks on the road
in Game 7 in 2011 to win
the Cup, and the Chicago
Blackhawks, despite winning the President’s Trophy and securing home ice
last season, used two road
wins — one of which being the series-clinching
Game 6 — to top Boston
and bring home hockey’s
most coveted prize.
So, what are we left
with? In a word: inconclusiveness.
The pros outweigh the
cons when it comes to
resting players, tipping the
scale slightly in support of
giving guys some sort of a
respite in these final two

weeks. But Manning’s tale
is a cautionary one, regardless of the sport he plays or
the incomparable emphasis
that is put on quarterbacks
in the NFL.
This dilemma is why
Chiarelli, Neely and Julien
make the big bucks, and
the decisions they’ve made
are why their franchise has
been one of the top organizations in the NHL for
many years.
Despite how murky a
situation like this can become, a few things remain
certain: the debate will
rage on for years to come;
only an organization truly
knows what is best for its
athletes and coaches in
these situations; and there
will be playoff hockey in
Boston this spring.
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Champions
League preview
Column

Adam Robinson
Champions League soccer, or football if you are from
anywhere outside of the United States, is in full swing right
now as the final eight best
teams in the world are in the
second leg of their matchups
looking to make the quarterfinals of the best tournament in
the world.
From England to Germany, Spain to France, the eight
teams still alive in the long and
brutal tournament of champions are, arguably, the top
eight teams in the world. As
the lone soccer fan in the state
of Maine, I wanted to preview
the upcoming games on Tuesday and Wednesday and what
to look for if you want to start
following the great sport of
soccer. Here we go.
Chelsea Football Club vs.
Paris Saint Germain
This is the second week of
the semifinals for the Champions League, which means
desperation for some teams
while some teams just have
to do enough to win. This has
never been more true than for
this matchup of teams after
Chelsea lost 3-1 in Paris last
week.
For PSG, their star striker
Zlatan Ibrahimovic injured his
knee late in the first matchup
on Wednesday and will be out
for the second match in London. As big a blow as this is
to PSG, they come prepared
with one of the top 15 strikers
in the world in Edison Cavani.
Behind Cavani is Ezequiel
Lavezzi, a top-class attacking
midfielder who is superb at
getting the strikers of Paris the
ball while also being able to
get great shots off on goal.
Chelsea faced the same
problem that has plagued them
all season: a lack of stardom at
the striker position. For the
first 45 minutes of the match,
Chelsea started Andre Shurrle,
a German attacking midfielder
not accustomed to playing up
top for a team. Even though he
wasn’t a seasoned striker, the
London-based team played
their best football with him on
the pitch creating chances, and
scored their only goal of the
game off of an Eden Hazard
penalty kick. Fernando Torres,
the striker who replaced Shurrle, did not play well and cost
Chelsea many chances. Chelsea let in their second goal
in the 61st minute as a cross
came in from a PSG player
and bounced off the lifted leg
of Chelsea defender David
Luiz for an own goal and then
let in a late 93rd-minute goal
by PSG’s Javier Pastore to finish the 3-1 defeat.
The only way Chelsea has a
chance in this match is to play
their always-solid defense, one
that has only given up six goals
in the past 17 British Premier
League matches, and to push
the ball up with Hazard and
Brazilian midfielder Oscar. If
they can do that and stop PSG

from scoring goals without
Ibrahimovic, all they have to
do is win 2-0 and win on a
3-3 aggregate score [Chelsea
scored one away goal in Paris
to claim the tiebreaker, baring
a goal from PSG in London].
       	
Real Madrid vs. Borussia
Dortmund
In a game that features arguably the best player in the
world in Madrid’s Cristiano
Ronaldo and the defending
runner-ups in Dortmund, the
expected result in the first leg
of this matchup was not what
you’d expect. Dortmund has
not been their selves this season in the German Bundesliga
nor the Champions League.
Something has been lacking
in their squad this year and it
showed Wednesday in Madrid.
A quick 3rd-minute snipe
by newly acquired Gareth Bale
set the tone for a triumphant
win. A goal from Isco and Ronaldo each sealed the 3-0 win
in a game that all but secured
Ronaldo and Madrid’s entrance into the final four teams
of the Champions League.
Although Dortmund did not
score in the first leg, they did
not go without chances at goal
with German midfielder Marco Reus leading their charge.
Starting striker and soon-to-be
Bayern Munich player Robert
Lewandowski did not play for
Dortmund.
Now a three-goal deficit is
a difficult mountain to climb,
even for a club like Dortmund. Few teams would be
able to make up the difference
in one game, but don’t count
out Manager Jurgen Klopp’s
Dortmund side. Goals can
come fast and quick for the
team in yellow, and with a little
luck and calls to go their way,
I think they stand a chance.
Ronaldo is a hard player to
stop though, and at 14 tournament goals, the reigning player of the year has yet to show
signs of slowing down.
       	
Manchester United vs.
Bayern Munich
This was easily the mostshocking result of the 19th
week as Bayern, the reigning champions of Europe
and newly-crowned 201314 Bundesliga Champions,
looked to destroy the struggling Reds. United, who barely escaped the previous Round
of 16 with a shocking 3-0 victory over Olympiacos, were
the heaviest underdogs of the
week, and rightly so.
Manchester opened the
scoring of the game in the 58th
minute off a header from defender Nemanja Vidic to take
the 1-0 lead. It should have
been the second goal, but earlier in the game United striker
Danny Welbeck wrongly had
a goal brought back as the line
judge called him offside. Bayern’s Bastian Schweinsteiger
equaled the score in the 68th
minute and that is how it finished. It was shocking to say
the least.
I honestly have no way of
seeing Manchester keeping
the scoring going in Germany

on Wednesday. The offensive
firepower of Bayern is some
of the best in the world. Their
midfielders are maybe the best
group in the world and their
defense and goalkeeper are
the best duo in Europe. I predict Bayern to be led by Neur,
their goalkeeper, and to put in
a couple goals quick then lay
back on defense. However,
United feels like they have the
moxie of an underdog champion, similar to 2012 Champions Chelsea. If United striker
Wayne Rooney cannot play
because of his bruised toe, you
might as well pencil Manchester out of the tournament.
Atletico Madrid vs. Barcelona Football Club
In the other Wednesday
matchup, the top two teams in
La Liga will square off in an
all-or-nothing-match for bragging rights, a trip to the final
four and momentum for the final push in the Spanish league.
Coming into the year, Barcelona looked like the favorites
in La Liga, bringing in Neymar, the Brazilian star who everyone in the world wanted to
sign. Neymar combined with
Lionel Messi, Barcelona’s star
and, on par with Ronaldo, the
best player in the world. They
looked to be the top duo in Europe. Atletico has been a very
pleasant surprise this season
as striker Diego Costa has led
them to the top spot in Spain.
Nothing has been able to stop
them, thanks in large part
to their goalkeeper Thibaut
Courtois, who is on-loan from
Chelsea this season.
Atletico Madrid started the
scoring off in the 56th minute
as Diego scored a top-class
goal from 30 yards out to beat
the Barcelona keeper. With
Diego costa out, however,
Barcelona was able to stop
Atletico’s attacks and tied the
game up with Neymar’s strike
in the 71st minute. Atletico
scored the all-important away
goal tiebreaker to put pressure on Barcelona going into
Wednesday’s match.
Costa will play a key role,
if he plays, in the second leg
of this matchup. Courtois will
also have to play just as well
as he did in the first fixture if
Madrid wants to advance past
a Barcelona side who is more
talented in most areas. I will
look for Messi to play like
Messi, Neymar to do what he
does and for Barcelona to end
Atletico’s dream Champions
League run.
I exct Barcelona to move
on against Atletico Madrid,
Real Madrid to advance easily past Dortmund, Chelsea to
come back and stun PSG and
advance and for Bayern to do
enough to beat Manchester
United. Because the matchups
for each round are chosen at
random I cannot speculate on
the matchups But how sweet
would it be if Chelsea and
Bayern got to rematch their
2012 Champions League final,
or Barcelona playing against
Real Madrid in an El-Clasico
final, the biggest rivalry in the
world? We can only hope.
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What will Pats do
with 29th pick?
Column

Cody Lachance
With the NFL Draft
about a month away, the
NFL has turned to scouting
college players, planning
visits with prospects to try
and determine what they
want to do with their picks.
With so much of the draft
unknown, and the fact that
they have a late-round pick
at 29, the Patriots need to
have multiple options to go
to.
The team has filled
many needs in free agency
with signings that include
cornerbacks Darrelle Revis and Brandon Browner,
wide receiver Brandon
LaFell, as well as retaining
their own players in Julian
Edelman and Vince Wilfork. The draft can be used
by the Patriots to finish off
their roster in hopes of attaining their fourth Lombardi Trophy.
One option that the Patriots are known to do is trade
out of the first round all
together. Head coach Bill
Belichick ended up trading out of the first round
last year, which helped the
team acquire linebacker
Jamie Collins, cornerback
Logan Ryan and eventually
get running back LeGarrette Blount.
This year’s draft has
constantly been claimed
as one of the deepest draft
classes in recent history and

Baseball
from B1

header Sunday afternoon.
The final game will be held
Monday afternoon at 3 p.m.
Junior starting pitcher Tommy Lawrence had a good
outing in game one, allowing only five hits and four
earned runs in nine innings
with nine strikeouts.
The Black Bears started
off the scoring in game
one in the first inning.
Black singled to centerfield in his first at bat and
then stole third after a walk
had moved him to second.
A grounder hit to second
base by Doran should have
ended in a routine double
play to end the inning, but
an overthrow was made at
first base, bringing Black
home for the Black Bears’
first run.
The contest remained
scoreless until the fourth
inning when Lawrence got
into some trouble on the
mound. He walked the first
three batters in the inning
to load the bases. A fourth
walk brought a Hartford
base runner home to even
the score at 1-1.
“I just lost my focus
out there, and there were a
couple of calls that didn’t
go my way, which was frustrating,” Lawrence said.
A pop fly hit by Hartford’s senior second baseman Brian Estevez should
have resulted in an easy out,
but Black was unable to get
under the ball, and with the
wind, failed to make the
play. Black stumbled to the
ground during the play, and
three Hartford runners made
it home to take a 4-1 lead.

it would not be unlikely for
The Hoodie to trade down
their first round pick for
additional picks in the second, third and later rounds.
With additional picks in
these rounds, look for the
Patriots to draft players
like Florida University
defensive tackle Dominique Easley and Notre
Dame University tight end
Troy Niklas. If the Patriots learned anything from
last year, it’s that a team
can never have too much
depth.
Wide receiver is also a
position where the Patriots
could use their first round
pick on. Although it does
not seem like a large area
of need, the Patriots have
shown interest in multiple
potential first round wide
receivers. Texas A&M
University’s Mike Evans,
Oregon State University’s
Brandin Cooks and Florida
State University’s Kelvin
Benjamin have all drawn
interest from the Patriots.
The most intriguing of
these prospects is Benjamin. At 6-foot-5 and 240
pounds, he has a monstrous
frame that would lead to
matchup nightmares. His
presence would instantly
help the red zone offense
as both Benjamin and
tight end Rob Gronkowski
could become a dangerous
one-two punch near the
endzone. Benjamin could
very well be available at
pick 29, and if he is, quarterback Tom Brady could

have a new weapon in his
arsenal for 2014.
If the Patriots decide
to go defense with their
first round selection, look
for them to boost the defensive line. Auburn University’s Dee Ford, Notre
Dame’s Stephon Tuitt and
Louis Nix III, and Minnesota University’s Ra’Shede
Hageman are all potential
players that will be available for New England
to draft. While Ford and
Hageman are known to
get at the quarterback, Nix
or Tuitt might be the two
players the Patriots are targeting. Tuitt has already
visited with the team, and
multiple analysts have
linked Nix to the Patriots
as the potential successor
to Vince Wilfork.
Another young body for
the defensive line would
only solidify a Patriots defense that is already much
improved from last year.
Even with the visits with
two of the top three quarterbacks, it is highly doubtful the Patriots would use
that pick on a signal-caller.
Look for the Patriots to use
the pick as a trade piece to
add depth, or go out and
draft a player that they
believe can be plugged in
for immediate results. Like
always, Belichick seems
to have something up his
sleeve, and I’m sure the
2014 NFL Draft will show
at least a surprise or two
involving the New England
Patriots.

“Right now, everything
is coming down to just one
play. We need to make one
more play out there than we
are making. One play in every conference game is the
difference between being 50 and 1-4 for us,” UMaine
manager Steve Trimper
said.
Despite the rough inning,
Trimper had no intentions
of taking Lawrence out of
the game.
“He had four walks, and
that hurt us, but he was
throwing strikes all day,”
Trimper said. “He’s a senior
– he’s a bulldog. I have to
wrestle him to get him off
the mound. But he just gets
better and better down the
stretch so he stayed in.”
UMaine responded with
three runs in the sixth inning. Heath opened things
up with a single to center
field. Two consecutive walks
by Hartford junior pitcher
Sean Newcomb loaded the
bases for the Black Bears
before a sac fly by Calbick
brought in Heath. Sophomore catcher Jonathan Salcedo tallied two RBIs for
the Black Bears on a single
he hit deep into left field to
knot the score at 4-4, one
they would take into extra
innings.
In the top of the 11th,
Black Bears sophomore relief pitcher Charlie Butler
walked Hartford’s first batter, sophomore designated
hitter Joe Roberti. Roberti
advanced to second on a
wide throw by Salcedo on
a fielder’s choice bunt by
Estevez. Freshman infielder
Dalton Ruch advanced both
runners into scoring position on a sacrifice bunt before junior shortstop Trey

Stover and sophomore
outfielder Adam Touhey
each recorded run-scoring
fielder’s choice grounders
to bring home Roberti and
Estevez.
UMaine had no response
in the bottom of the 11th inning and lost 6-4.
The second game of
the afternoon was close
and competitive as well.
UMaine senior starting
pitcher Shaun Coughlin
pitched all seven innings in
the contest, allowing five
hits and two earned runs
with three strikeouts.
Both runs by the Hawks
were recorded in the first
inning. Stover hit a single
to rightfield to start off the
inning for the Hawks before
Coughlin walked Touhey to
advance Stover into scoring
position. Junior outfielder
Ryan Lukach hit a single
deep to right field, bringing
home Stover to go up 1-0. A
sac fly by senior DH James
Alfonso brought in Touhey
to increase the Hartford
lead to 2-0.
UMaine’s lone run was
tallied in the first as well.
Balzano was walked to begin the inning and advanced
to third on a failed pickoff
attempt. Senior centerfielder Colin Gay grounded out
to bring in Balzano, who
tallied the Black Bears only
run in the second contest.
Both defenses held serve
the rest of the way, culminating in a 2-1 Hartford
win.
“We just couldn’t get
the ball into a hole all day,”
Trimper said. “I don’t think
our offense is stagnant,
we’re just not getting the
ball into the right spot. We
had no quality hits today.”

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
UMaine junior starter Tommy Lawrence delivers a pitch during Sunday’s action.
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Track & Field
from B1

of 11.82 meters, while
Boardman took third in
the hammer throw with a
mark of 46.10 and Griffin
finished third in the javelin with a mark of 31.60
meters.
For the 4x100 meter relay event, Hackett, Roush,
Masters and McCarthy
came in third place with
a time of 50.05 seconds.
UNH took first place in
the 4x100 meter.
On the men’s side, it
was a Black Bear-dominated field with some strong
performances and plenty
of first-place finishes. The
distance runners finished
in the top few spots during the 1500 meter run.
Alexander Moser, Thomas
Salamone and Justin Tracy
finished in second through
fourth place.

miss
an issue
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Moser, Jesse Orach and
Kelton Cullenberg finished in the top three spots
as well during the 3000
meter. Cullenberg came
in first and had a personal
best with a time of 8:29.89
while his teammates were
close behind. Moser and
Orach finished in second
and third with times of
8:49.63 and 8:51.31.
During the field events,
Nathaniel Meade and Connor Harris both finished
with top spots. Harris
topped the high jump with
a final mark of 1.90 meters, and Meade dominated
the long jump with a final
mark of 6.43 meters.
During the triple jump,
Meade finished first again
with a mark of 14.13 meters. His teammates Hubbard and Harris were right
behind with final marks of
13.53 and 13.42.
The Black Bears led
the throwing events while

Brian Woodbury and Justin Gagne finished second
and third in the shot put.
Gagne finished first during the discus throw with
a mark of 47.04 meters.
Wilson Adams came in
second during the hammer
throw with a final distance
of 53.55 meters. Alexander Parenteau grabbed a
first place spot in the javelin throw with a final mark
of 57.76 meters.
The sprinting events
were dominated by Daniel Roukey, who took first
place in both the 100 meter dash [10.95] and the
200 meter dash [22.16].
Teammate Frank Del Duca
took third during the 100meter with a time of 11.14
seconds. During the 400meter dash, Joseph Viola
placed second with a time
of 50.65 seconds.
James Rutter took second in the hurdles with a
time of 15.46. Michael Lu-

Obert laid down a successful
bunt to put runners on first
and second. Freshman catcher Rachel Harvey reached
on an error at third, scoring
Fogel. Senior third baseman
Jean Stevens ripped a double
to center field, knocking in
Obert and advancing Harvey to third. Ralphs took
the Great Danes by surprise
by laying down a successful bunt, scoring Harvey and
giving the Black Bears a 3-0
lead.
Albany managed to put
the winning run at the plate
when they loaded the bases
with two outs, but Costello
flew out to end the game.
The Great Danes took the
rubber match Sunday after-

noon, led by freshman catcher Elizabeth Snow’s two-hit,
three-RBI effort.
Bogdanovich picked up
her second loss of the weekend, giving up five runs in
two and a third innings of
work.
The Great Danes got to
her in the bottom of the first
when Costello homered to
left field before Cocks singled, stole second and scored
on a single by Snow to give
Albany an early 2-0 lead.
UMaine responded in the
top of the second when Harvey doubled to the gap in
right center and was knocked
in by junior first baseman
Nikki Byron. The Black
Bears loaded the bases with

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears will be back in action next week when they return to Durham, N.H. to compete in the Wildcat Invitational.
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Softball
from B1

The Great Danes loaded
the bases in the third but Hill
forced Cocks to ground out
and fielded a fly ball from
Castro to keep Albany off of
the scorecard.
Hill retired the next nine
batters she faced between
the fourth and sixth innings,
keeping Albany bats quiet
and sending the game to extra innings.
The Black Bears finally
got to MacFawn in the ninth,
breaking her 15-inning scoreless streak.
Junior center fielder EmJ
Fogel led off with a walk and

cas had a third place finish
in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 56.34.

Jake Leithiser took
third in the 800-meter with
a time of 1:56.99 seconds.

The 4x400 meter relay
team of Roukey, Lucas,
Viola and Scott Merrill.

two outs but the rally ended
when freshman shortstop Felicia Lennon grounded out to
third.
Albany struck again in
the bottom of the third when
McFarland reached on an infield single and stole second,
advancing to third on a single
from Costello. Costello stole
second to get in scoring position and both baserunners
scored when Snow ripped
a double down the left field
line.
Snow’s double prompted
a pitching change for the
Black Bears. Senior Kylie
Sparks relieved Bogdonavich and allowed Snow to
cross the plate on a sacrifice
fly, giving Albany a 5-1 lead

before Sparks recorded the
final out of the inning.
The Black Bears scored
twice with two outs in the top
of the fourth thanks to some
small ball.
Ralphs singled to left
field and reigning America
East Player of the Week junior second baseman Kristen
Koslosky got on with a bunt.
Both scored when reigning
America East Rookie of the
Week Felicia Lennon doubled down the left field line.
Junior right fielder Jessica
Burk followed her up with a
single up the middle, scoring
Lennon and Koslosky to cut
the deficit to 5-4.
Albany wasted no time
responding when junior left

fielder Alexa Toole led off
the bottom of the inning with
a homerun to put the exclamation point on the weekend. Hill finished out the
remainder of the game on
the mound and did not allow
a hit in her three innings of
work, but UMaine was not
able to get anything going
offensively and fell 6-4.
The Black Bears return
home for their home opener
against the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County
in a three-game set starting
with a doubleheader next
Saturday. Albany hosts Binghamton University Tuesday
before traveling to Bryant
University for a doubleheader this Wednesday.
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The Maine Campus is hiring!
The staff of the University of Maine’s student newspaper is
graduating, soPositions
we’re looking
for eager
newcomers to step
available
include:
up and begin the next wave of on-campus journalists.

Assistant News Editor
editor
We are now acceptingOnline
applications
for the following positions:
National Advertising Representative
Advertising Manager,
Distribution Manager,
Design Assistant
Production Manager, Production Assistant,
Sports Editor, Assistant News Editor,
All positions
paid.
E-mail
a
letter
of
interest,
résumé
Photo Editor, Copy Editor
and samples
of your
work to Film
eic@mainecampus.com.
Album
Reviewer,
Reviewer,
Video Game Reviewer, Culture Columnist,
Opinion Columnist, News Contributor,
Sports Contributor...
...so pretty much everything. Contact Editor in Chief
Derrick Rossignol and News Editor Cameron Paquette on
FirstClass for more information about open positions.

Scores from around
the Conference
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Mon. April 6

Baseball vs. Hartford, 3 p.m.

Upcoming Games
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Tues. April 7

Baseball vs. Thomas, 5 p.m.

Fri. April 11

Softball vs. UMBC, 3 p.m.

Baseball

Sat. April 12

Men
4/2

4/3
4/5

Stony Brook
7
Sacred Heart
1
UMBC
5
Maryland E. Shore
2
UMaine
10
Maine-Farmington
1
Bryant
5
Stony Brook
8		
Albany
8
UMass-Lowell
7
Binghamton
		
16
UMBC		
3
UConn
3
Stony Brook		
6

4/6

Albany
4
UMass-Lowell
11
Bryant
4
Stony Brook
3 		
Albany
3
UMass-Lowell
2
Binghamton		
7
UMBC		
3
UMaine		
4
Hartford		
6
Binghamton		
8
UMBC		
4
UMaine		
1
Hartford
2

Softball
4/1
4/2

Crossword
Solution

4/5

UMBC
2
Stony Brook
3
Howard
6
UMBC
10
Albany
6
Siena
1
Howard
0
UMBC
10
		
Albany
10
Siena
7
Manhattan
5
UMass-Lowell		
8
Stony Brook		
2
Hartford		
1
Albany		
4
UMaine
0

Binghamton
6
UMBC
2
Manhattan
10
UMass-Lowell
3
Stony Brook
9
Hartford
0
Albany
0
UMaine
3
Binghamton
9
		
UMBC
6
Stony Brook		
11
Hartford
		
2
Albany
4
UMaine		
6
Binghamton		
3
UMBC
1

Sudoku
Solution

woMen

Track and field @ Wildcat Invitational @ UNH, 11 a.m.
Baseball @ UMass-Lowell, 12
p.m.
Softball vs. UMBC, 1 p.m.
Baseball @ UMass-Lowell, 2:30
p.m.
Softball vs. UMBC, 3 p.m.

Sun. April 13

Baseball @ UMass-Lowell, 1
p.m.

Athletes of
the week

Each week, the MEC Sports Staff picks
a male and female athlete to highlight:
Tommy Lawrence
Junior, starting pitcher
Lawrence kept the
Black Bears competitive
on the mound in Game 1’s
extra inning affair Sunday
afternoon when he allowed four earned runs on
five hits in nine innings of
work. He fanned nine batters in the contest to give
a team-leading 47 on the
season. Lawrence is 2-4
with a 4.95 ERA. He also
leads UMaine in innings
pitched with 49 this year.

Hannah Hill
Senior, starting pitcher
Hill earned the decision in the Black Bears’
lone victory of the weekend with a nine-inning
effort in the first game of
Sunday’s
doubleheader
against Albany. She struck
out 11 Great Danes while
allowing eight hits in game
one before recording three
innings of no-hit relief
in Game 2, adding three
strikeouts to her stat line
for the weekend. She leads
UMaine in strikeouts with
47.
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